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The Effect of Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring on
Achievement in the Personalized System of Instruction

In 1968 Fred S. Keller published the landmark paper
"Goodbye Teacher.

•

"

In this paper Dr. Keller de-

scribed a method to improve college instruction.

This

method, known as the Personalized System of Instruction
(PSI), has been widely researched since its introduction in
1968.

This investigation is concerned with the role of a

highly specific tutoring process in the context of a PSI
instructional system.

A description of PSI instruction and

a review of the relevant PSI research is followed by a review of the relevant literature in the area of tutoring
both within the PSI field and outside this field.
LITERATURE REVIEW
What is PSI?

PSI is most usually associated with the

method introduced by Keller (1968) and which bears his
name, the Keller Plan.

It could be argued that PSI

includes all instructional systems which focus on the
individual learner and use ongoing research to validate the
components of its instructional methods.

Keller (1968)

identified five key featur e s of his instructional method:
(a)

stress on the written word,

requirement for advancement,

(c)
1

(b) unit-perfection
student pacing,
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(d)

lectures and demonstrations as motivational devices,

and (e) use of peer proctors.
The role of the instructor in a PSI course is to design
instructional materials, to manage reinforcement contingencies, and to act as a resource person for inquisitive
students.

The PSI instructor is responsible for the devel-

opment, selection, and arrangement of the course material
into units of instruction.

The materials usually include

study guides or behavioral objectives.

The instructor is

also responsible for the selection, training, and

manag~

ment of other course personnel such as peer tutors and
course managers.

The instructor in a PSI course is not

identified as a lecturer as is generally the case in traditional instruction.
Proctors fulfill several functions in a PSI instructional system.

The proctor is a peer who has recently

taken the course or unit which he is proctoring.

His

duties typically include grading of quizzes, monitoring of
student progress, tutoring, and giving instructional
feedback.
In addition, many PSI courses contain course managers
who are responsible for the quiz checkout procedures and
the bookkeeping of student records.

In small-scale PSI

sys te ms these individuals are usually graduate or

3

undergraduate students.

In larger-scale systems the course

managers may be professional instructional technologists.
Traditional courses typically use some combination of
lectures and readings to produce desirable changes in student behavior.

PSI uses only readings to change the

student regarding the critical objectives of the course.
When lectures are used, they are conceived of as motivational devices or as opportunities to model professional
behavior.

The components of the written material typically

include study objectives and "unitized" reading material.
Study objectives are written in a highly specific manner so ·as to define a certain domain of behavior from which
specific tests can be derived to determine whether a particular learner has mastered the objectives of each unit.
The unit perfection requirement demands that the PSI
instructor generate several alternate forms of each unit
quiz.

Unlike conventional instruction which measures a

student at a few points during a term, PSI measures the
student's performance almost continuously throughout the
term.

The unit perfection requirement contrasts with the

notion of "grading on the normal curve" where relative perfo r ma nce standards are favored over fixed standards.
Students in a PSI course typically determine when they are
ready to take quizzes or read unit material.

The "go at
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your own pace" feature contrasts with conventional instruction in which the instructor determines when tests are
taken and to a lesser extent when materials are read.
Finally, the use of peer tutors departs from conventional instruction in which the instructor is the sole
source of supplemental information.

It is difficult in a

conventional course for an instructor to give individualized attention and instruction to students.

The use of

peer tutors makes it possible to give individualized
instruction to each student and makes immediate feedback on
test performance a realistic possibility.
Does PSI improve student learning compared with conventional instruction?

How do students evaluate PSI courses

compared with conventional ones?

A large number of studies

h a v e addressed these questions.
A number of reviews of the literature have been published concerning comparative research between PSI and
c o nventional instruction (Hursh, 1976; Kulik, Kulik, &
Cohen, 1979; Kulik, Kulik, & Smith, 1976; Robin, 1976;
Tav eggia, 1976).

Robin (1976) reviewed 39 studies which

use d academic achievement measures.

The principle measures

of d i f ference were course examinations.

In 30 of the 39

s tudies , st a tistically significant differences were found
which f avor e d PSI courses.

In one case significant
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differences were found which favored conventional instruction.

Six studies produced no statistically significant

differences.

Two studies included multiple comparisons

yielding significant differences in only one part of the
study.
Thirty studies reviewed by Robin included sufficient
numerical data to analyze the magnitude of the differences.

With data from all studies averaged together, the

mean level of achievement in the PSI groups was 71% compared to 62% for conventional instruction.
Robin also analyzed each study in terms of sample sizes
and the magnitude of differences.
defined as 39 students or less.

Small samples were
Medium samples included

studies containing between 40 and 100 students.

Large sam-

ples were defined as studies which included over 100
students.

Of the 34 studies which clearly specified sample

size, 15 were small, nine were medium, and 10 were large.
By category, small samples favored PSI by 8%; medium samples favored PSI by 11%; and large samples favored PSI by
8 %.

The studies reviewed by Robin contained courses from

12 disciplines.

Forty-five percent were from psychology.

The others came from the sciences (8%), business and economics

(25 %), education (2.5%), engineering (2.5%), mathe-

mat i c s

( 2 . 5%) , and 1 i bra ry science ( 2 • 5 %) •
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Seven studies reviewed by Robin used retention measures.

In all seven studies, differences favored PSI

instruction.

The average difference was 13% with a range

from 4% to 22%.
Robin (1976) commented on the methodological adequacy
of the studies he reviewed.

Robin reported that 22 of the

studies he reviewed used random assignment or administrative assignment with statistical measures to balance
groups on relevant dimensions.

Four studies used adminis-

trative assignment without statistical equivalence
procedures.

Eleven studies had neither random nor

administrative assignment.
Examining the studies concerning subject assignment,
initial equivalence, reliability data, and blind scoring,
Robin found four studies which "maximized" four of these
criteria, six "maximized" three of the criteria, 12 maximized two criteria, two maximized one criterion, and three
maximized no criteria.

Twelve were not classified due to

insufficient information.

It must be pointed out that

bl ind scoring is critical only when constructed-response
items are utilized.

Of 28 studies in which determination

could be made, 14 used at least one constructed response
qu estion.

7

Hursh (1976) found only 16 studies which experimentally
compared PSI with conventional instructional methods.
Hursh noted a great deal of variability in the methodological adequacy of the studies.

Hursh listed six

potential sources of confounding; differences between (a)
instructors;
teria;

(b) curriculum materials;

(d) testing formats;

student expectations.

(c) grading cri-

(e) student selection, and (f)

Furthermore, only one third of these

studies reported reliability measures of the dependent variable, and no studies reported reliability measures of the
independent variable.

Hursh reported that the most

rigorous study (Born et al., 1972) controlled for all
sources of confounding except student expectations.
addition,

In

this study reported reliability data on the

dependent variable but not on the independent variable.
The median study of the 16 controlled for four of the
p otential confoundings with a range of 0--6.
Wodarski and Buckholdt (1975) also had questions concerning the adequacy of many of the comparisons done
between conventional and behavioral instruction.

He cites

l ack of control groups, random assignment or use of statistical equivalence procedures (i.e., analyses of
cov ariance), control of experimenter bias, and reliability
data of dependent and independent variables.

Wodarski and

8

Buckholdt (1975) regard the majority of the studies they
reviewed as promising pilot studies.
In spite of the methodological inadequacies of many of
the studies, Hursh (1976) concluded that the consistent
advantage in favor of PSI is a real phenomenon and not an
artifact of uncontrolled experimentation.

Of the more

rigorous studies (11), 10 studies report data in sufficient
detail regarding achievement scores to permit comparison of
overall performance.

PSI produced average achievement

scores of 74%, while conventional instruction produced
average achievement scores of 65%.
Taveggia (1976) surveyed the literature which had accumulated on comparisons between PSI and conventional
instruction during the years 1967-1974.

Taveggia found

only 14 studies which compared PSI and conventional instruction using student performance measures as the
dependent variable.

Taveggia also commented on the ade-

quacy of the methodology of the comparison studies he
reviewed.

Of the 14 studies he reviewed, he considered

only two as being completely interpretable, eight as partially interpretable, and five as either uninterpretable
trend studies or noninterpretable.

All 14 studies found

PSI to be superior to conventional instruction.

An exami-

nation of the studies reviewed by Robin (1976) and Taveggia
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(1976) show that Robin reviewed only the 11 studies which
Taveggia suggested were completely interpretable or partially interpretable.

Twenty-eight of the studies which

Robin reviewed were not reviewed by Taveggia.
Kulik et al.

(1979) provided the most recent and

comprehensive review of the literature of the outcome
studies of comparative research in PSI.
a technique termed meta-analysis.
carne from Glass (1976).

Kulik et al. used

The term meta-analysis

Meta-analysis is a statistical

analysis of .a large collection of results from individual
investigations.
Kulik et al. established definite guidelines for inclusion in the meta-analysis of the studies they reviewed.
First, the reviewers counted studies from the same course
only once.

They used only the most recent semester when an

investigator reported data from the same course from different semesters.

They did not include studies with

crippling flaws such as studies in which the PSI course did
not contain key method features,

comparison groups which

differed in aptitude, or studies in which one of the comparison groups was "taught" a criterion test.
Of 75 studies, 61 reported final examination averages
in PSI and the conventional classes.

In 57 of the 61

s tudies final examination scores favored PSI, three favored
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conventional instruction, and in one study they were
equal.

In 48 studies statistically significant results

were obtained.

All 48 st6dies favored PSI.

In 48 studies it was possible to express scores as percentages.

The mean percentage for PSI was 73.6% compared

to 65.9% for conventional instruction.
significant, .t(47)

= 12.04, ~

The difference was

< .0001.

Only 20 of the 48 studies reported . data concerning the
standard deviation or variance.

In 18 studies there was

less variation in the PSI course.
differences were significant.

In nine of these the

The average standard devia-

tion in a PSI course was 11.9% and 15.0% for conventional
instruction.
2

The difference is significant, .t(l9)

=

3.74,

< .01.
In a meta-analysis of the rate of course completion,

Kulik et al. reported no significant differences between
PSI and conventional instruction.

Kulik et al. commented

that the result of this meta-analysis runs counter to the
popular impression that PSI produces lower course completion rates.
Kulik et al. found eight studies which reported final
e x am scores which also reported a longer term retention
measu r e .

For t h e eight PSI classes in these comparisons,

mean pe r fo r ma nc e was 76.4 % on final exams and 68.9 % on the
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retention measure compared to 67.9% and S4.6% respectively
for the conventional classes.

Kulik et al. performed an

analysis of variance of these eight multifactor experiments.

The analysis of variance for instructional method

was significant, F(l, 7)

=

<

8S.30, Q

.0001.

Analysis of

variance for the time of administration of the exam was
significant, £(1, 7)

= 7.88, Q

also significant, F(l, 7)

=

< .OS.

9.06, Q

<

The interaction was
.OS.

Another analysis suggested that the differences between

PSI and conventional instruction regarding final exams and
retention measures were· consistent for objective exams as
well as essay exams.
.E(l, 3) = 12.44, Q

This difference was significant,

< .os.

Bloom (1968) suggested that PSI and other individualized approaches may produce different results depending on
the aptitude of the student.

The meta-analysis of Kulik et

al. did not confirm this possibility.

Low-aptitude

s tudents achieved a mean score of 63.8% on final exams,
wh ile high-aptitude studen t s s cored 73.8%.

Conventional

instruction produced scores of S6.4% for low-aptitude
st u dents and 67.S % for high-aptitude students.

An analysis

of variance showed significant main effects for method,
f ( l , 5)
Q

= 73.30,

Q

< • 001 a nd aptitude, .E(l, 5) = 13.78,

< . OS, wh ile the interaction effect was not significant
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E < 1.

This analysis did not lend support to Bloom's

hypothesis.
Kulik et al.

(1979) stated that one of the objectives

for meta-analysis is "to explain variation in the sizes of
effects obtained in the studies summarized"

(p. 315).

Kulik et al. analyzed these studies according to 11 variables:

subject matter, course level, type of school,

instructor, variations in control classes, historical
effects, subject assignment, variations in experimental
classes, authorship of examination, scoring bias, and
weight toward final grade.

The levels of each of these

variables is reproduced from Kulik et al.

(1979) in

Table 1.
Kulik et al. found a significant interaction between
subject matter and instructional method, E(3, 41) = 3.47, £

< .OS.

In the physical sciences, life sciences, and social

sciences, PSI instruction averaged about 5 points higher
than conventional instruction.

In mathematics, engineer-

ing, and psychology, PSI averaged about 9 points above
conventional instruction.

Course level and type of school

did not produce significant interactions with instructional
method .
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Table 1
Categories for Describing Study Features
And Number of Studies in Each Category
Number of
Studies

Coding Category
Subject matter
Physical and 1 i fe sciences.
Mathematics and engineering
Psychology. • • • • • . • .
Other social sciences. • • •
Course level
Introductory • • • • • • •
Nonintroductory •

•
•
•

• • •

• 10
• 11
• . . • 18
• • • • . • • • • • . • • 6
. • •

•

•

• 32

• • . .

•

•

•

• 15

Type of school
Major research universities. • .
• • •
• ••• 9
Other research universities. • . • • •
• •••••• 6
Doct·orate granting universities.
• • •
• • 7
Comprehensive colleges . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 17
Liberal arts colleges • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 6
Community colleges and special institutions • • • . . • 3
Instructor
S arne. • . • .
Different .

•

• 22
• 22

Variations in control classes
No PSI components •
• • . • • . . • . • . . . 43
Some characteristics of PSI • • . • • . • • . • • • . • 5
~.

PSI

=

personalized system of intruction.
(Table continued on following page)
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Table 1 (continued)
Categories for Describing Study Features
And Number of Studies in Each Category
Coding Category

Number of
Studies

Historical effects
Same semester • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 45
Different semester • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • 3
Subject assignment • • • • • •
Evidence of equivalence . . •
No evidence of equivalence • •

• • • • 10
• . •
. 17
• • • • • • 21

Variations in experimental classes
Pure PSI . . • • • . • . • • • • • • . • • • • • . • • 41
Compromised PSI • • • . • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 7
Authorship of examination
Standardized exam. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • 9
Collaborated exam • • • . . • . .
• . •
• 11
Single-instructor designed exam • • . • . • • • . • • 17
Scoring bias
Objective • . • • • •
Blind essay . • . • •
Other essay • • • • •
Essay and objective.

• • 26
• • • • 5
• • • • 6
• • • • 5

Weight toward final grade
Same for both classes:
either no weight or complete
determination of grade . • • . • . . • • • • . • . • 7
Same for both classes: partial weight • • • • . • • • 8
More weight for conventional exam • . • • • • . . • • 11
~.

This table is reproduced from Kulik, Kulik, and

Cohen (1979).
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The analysis of Kulik et al. of an interaction effect
between the instructor assignment variable and method of
instruction produced a significant interaction, F(l, 42)
6.63, Q

< .OS.

=

Studies using more than one teacher pro-

duced larger differences between instructional methods,
73.7% and 64.4% respectively for PSI and conventional
instruction.

In studies using only one instructor, differ-

ences favored PSI but by a smaller degree, 72.9% to 66.6%.
The analysis of Kulik et al. of studies which contained
some PSI features with those which contained no PSI features in the control group, revealed a difference which
approached significance, £(1, 46)

= 3.51, Q

< .10.

Studies

which contained control groups having no PSI features favored PSI by 8%.

When at least one PSI feature was included

in the control group, the difference in favor of PSI was
reduced to 4%.
Kulik et al. found there were no differences between
studies using random assignment and those that did not.

In

addition, no effects were detected based on whether the PSI
and control classes were conducted in the same or in different semesters.

In addition, no differences were found

which could be attributed to small variations in the experi mental treatment.
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The analysis of Kulik et al. of the interaction between
authorship of examination and instructional method was not
significant.

PSI was superior regardless of authorship.

In addition, essay exams produced differences similar to
those produced by objective tests.
PSI.

Both clearly favored

Kulik et al. also concluded that the weight given the

final in the determination of student grades did not differentially affect either instructional method.
A number of comparison

s~udies

have reported student

ratings of the two types of instruction.

Of the 39 studies

reviewed by Robin, 16 studies administered attitude surveys
to both groups of students.
ences favored PSI.
differences.

In two of the studies there were no

Kulik et al.

for 11 studies.

In 14 of the studies, differ-

(1979) found course rating data

In 10 studies PSI was rated higher than

conventional instruction concerning the overall quality of
the course.
learning.

Eight studies reported ratings of overall
PSI was favored o ver conventional instruction in

every study.

Eight of the overall quality ratings were

statistically significant, while five of the overall
learning ratings were significant.
After reviewing the comparison study literature,
Johnson and Ruskin (1977) concluded that the evaluations of
PSI and conventional instruction clearly favored PSI.
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Wodarski and Buckholt (1975) commented that few researchers
have controlled for response set of expectation bias in
their questionnaires.

A study by Sheldon, Sherman, Wolf,

Minkin and Minkin (1975) provided some data which indicated
that Robin's caution should be heeded.

These investigators

found that student evaluations of PSI were less positive on
a university-wide, standardized questionnaire than on an
internal teacher-made survey.

Robin (1976) also suggested

that certain biases are contained within the course structure itself.

Because of the frequent unit quiz feature

found in PSI courses, students typically know where they
stand with respect to their course grade.

Robin also made

the point that novelty may also differentially affect the
rating of PSI and conventional courses.
In summary, the research seems to strongly indicate
that PSI is superior to conventional instruction in terms
of achievement and retention.

While many studies have

methodological inadequacies, all factors considered, there
seems to be a real difference in favor of PSI.

While the

research also indicates that students prefer PSI, the unreliability of self-report measures combined with the lack of
rigor used in designing the surveys should caution the
reader to accept these findings as merely suggestive.
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In addition to comparative research concerning the
relative effectiveness of PSI and conventional instruction,
a good deal of research has focused on the analysis of the
effects of various components of the PSI procedure.
number of review articles have been published.

A

The find-

ings of these reviews will be surveyed.
One component of PSI is the demarcation of the material
to be learned into small units.

Associated with this fea-

ture is the high frequency of unit quizzes.

Several

studies have been conducted which have produced
non-conclusive findings.

Born (1975) found no significant

differences among final exam scores, pacing patterns, total
study time, or course withdrawals for students required to
study either one, two or three units of material.

Born

noted that those students taking one unit had more study
sessions of shorter duration, while those with more material studied less often but for a longer duration per
session.
Semb (1974) reported data which suggested performance
on achievement measures was 20% lower when unit size was
large {120 pages) compared to smaller units {30 pages).
Calhoun {1976) compared final exam performance of two
g roups of students.
f ive review exams.

One group received 11 quizzes plus
The other group received only the
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review exams.

Significantly higher exam scores were ob-

tained by the frequent quiz group.

In both of these

studies as well as the study by Born (1975), unit length is
confounded with the frequency of testing.
O'Neill, Johnston, Walters, and Rasheed (1975) investigated the effect of varying unit length while keeping frequency of testing constant.

Their results indicated that

the larger units produced poorer performance on initial
attempt scores, longer between unit testing latency, and an
increased number of quiz attempts to achieve criterion performance.

In addition, data from the Study Report Form

(O'Neill et al., 1975) suggested that the larger the unit,
the more time spent studying and the greater the percentage
of time spent reviewing, summarizing and writing notes on
the readings.

Kulik, Jaska, and Kulik (1978) criticized

this study, commenting that method differences are hopelessly confounded with content differences.
Reviewers have drawn somewhat different conclusions
from the studies on unit size.

Johnson and Ruskin (1977)

implied that a good case can be made for using small units
a lthough the parameters of unit size are not yet clear.
Hursh (1976) suggested that while most of the evidence suppo rted the use of small units, a firm conclusion cannot yet
be ma de.

Kulik et al.

(1978) drew similar conclusions to
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Hursh.

Robin (1976) suggested that further investigations

are necessary before definitive conclusions can be
reached.

In summary, inconsistent findings, methodological

inadequacy, procedural differences between studies, and the
relatively small number of studies performed prevent any
definite conclusions concerning the contribution of small
units and frequent quizzing to the effectiveness of the PSI
instructional method.
There was a definite consensus among the review articles concerning the feature of self-pacing and its effect
on achievement.

Robin (1976), Johnson and Ruskin (1977),

and Kulik et al.

(1978) all concluded that self-pacing has

no effect on student achievement.

Robin and Graham (1974)

reported data suggesting that self-pacing has no differential effect on retention.

Hursh (1976) did not analyze

the data concerning the effect of self-pacing on achievement.

Self-pacing, however, does seem to produce a pro-

crastination effect such that a good number of students
fail to complete the course in the scheduled amount of
time, take most unit quizzes toward the end of the quarter,
or receive lower grades for completing less than the total
number of units.
The conclusions drawn by reviewers concerning the
effect of self-pacing on student attitudes are not in
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agreement.

Robin (1976) found three studies reporting

attitudinal data.

one favored self-pacing, while the other

two found no differences when compared to teacher pacing.
Johnson and Ruskin (1978) concluded "student verbal and
choice behavior has overwhelmingly indicated that
self-pacing is a desirable component of behavioral instructional courses"

(p. 132).

Yet these reviewers reviewed

only one study reporting self-report data and one reporting
behavioral choice data using the Findley procedure
(Findley, 1958).

Both of these studies supported

self-pacing vs. "restrictive" pacing.

Kulik et al.

(1978)

found six studies reporting evaluative data on
self-pacing.

Three studies found moderate to strong pre-

ferences in favor of self-pacing, while three indicated no
preference.

In summary, a tentative conclusion would

suggest some student preference for self-pacing.
Concerning the mastery criterion component of PSI,
re v iewers

(Hursh, 1976; Johnson & Ruskin, 1977; Kulik et

al., 1978; Robin, 1976) were unanimous in their agreement
concerning its effects.

Each review concluded that the

ma s tery component was effective in producing higher
achievement scores.

Studies comparing a high vs. a low

mast ery criterion (Davis, 1975; Johnston & O'Neill, 1973;
Sem b, 1974) demonstrated that sudents' scores increase or
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decrease depending on the level at which mastery is set.
Other researchers have looked at the performance of students where a mastery retake system was compared with a
no-mastery, no-retake system.

A study by Fernald, Lawson,

Scroggs, and Riddel (1975) found no differences between the
mastery and no mastery conditions.

However, these studies

were hampered by a ceiling effect in which all scores were
high.

Studies by Nation and Roop (1975) found no differ-

ences between groups experiencing mastery vs. no mastery
but groups differed

i~itially

in aptitude.

Dustin and

Johnson (Note 1) report that students in an
instructor-paced course required to demonstrate mastery on
chapter quizzes performed significantly better on unannounced retention tests than students who were not required
to master material.

In summary, current evidence suggests

that students will perform according to the level at which
a criterion is set.

Preliminary data suggests that

retention may be higher.
Keller (1968) viewed lectures as motivational devices
which did not serve to transmit critical course content.
Keller's

observations suggested that optional lectures are

not highly attended.

Studies measuring level of achieve-

ment as a function of optional lectures have suggested that
they make no difference (Calhoun, 1976; Minke & Carlson,
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Note 2; Phillips & Semb, 1976).

Other studies have con-

firmed Keller's observations that optional lectures unrelated to subsequent exams are poorly attended (Edwards,
Note 3; Lloyd, Garlington, Lowry, Burgess, Euler, &
Knowlton, 1972).

In summary, the current evidence suggests

that optional lectures are not well attended and do not
increase achievement.

Hursh (1976) commented that lectures

may serve to promote other objectives such as the acquisition of appropriate professional behavior.
Another feature common to PSI courses is the use of
explicit behavioral objectives specifying the students'
expected performance.

Studies by Miles, Kibler, and

Pettigrew (1967), Semb, Hopkins, and Hursh (1973), and Semb
(1975) demonstrated that when students were given study
questions which later appear on exams, their performance
was higher than when questions were not given to students
in advance.

Kulik et al.

(1978) appropriately suggested

that this result was obvious and shed no light on the usefulness of objectives.
(Note 4)

Sanchez-Soza, Semb, and Spencer

reported gains of 12% in students who were pro-

vided study questions over those who were not given study
questions even though the students had no prior exposure to
the test items.

These data were obtained on review exams.

Th e re were no differences between groups on a final
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examination.

Santogrossi and Colussy (1976)

found that

students provided with study objectives passed mastery
quizzes on first attempts more often than those students
not receiving study questions.
Currently the evidence on the use of study objectives
or questions leaves considerable doubt concerning its
effect on student achievement.

The only study reported in

this paper which used a test which differed from the study
questions themselves produced short-term differences in
achievement but not long-term retention.

No information

was available concerning the form· of study guides, questions, or objectives.

As a component of PSI, the use of

explicit objectives has not yet been shown to contribute to
PSI effectiveness.
An important feature of PSI which distinguishes it from
traditional instruction is the use of peer proctors or
tutors.

There are three primary proctoring functions:

grading,

immediate feedback on student performance, and

tutoring.

Kulik et al.

(1978) found six studies (Barton &

Ascione, 1977; Caldwell et al., 1975; Fernald et al., 1975;
Hindman, 1974; Robin & Heselton, 1977) which measured final
exam performance as a function of tutoring with the other
proctoring functions held constant.

All studies found no

differences among groups who were tutored or not tutored
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with one exception.

Hindman (1974) reported a significant

difference in favor of the group not tutored.
Problems with many of these studies make it difficult
to be confident in the conclusions regarding the ineffectiveness of tutoring.

The activities of the tutor are

often not well described (Calhoun, 1976; Fernald et al.,
1975).

Barton and Ascione (1978) allowed proctored stu-

dents to question proctors about course material immediately prior to exams.

Since tutors were familiar with the

exams, students may have substituted proper preparation of
the material for a chance to "pump answers" from the proctors.

Tutoring has usually been viewed as a remedial

activity occurring after the exam.
Robin and Heselton (1977) compared "lean" feedback with
"enriched" feedback.

Enriched feedback was limited to five

questions randomly selected from a 10-item test.

Since

items were randomly selected, students were often tutored
over material which they had already mastered.

It is not

surprising that tutoring had little effect.
Kulik et al. (1978) found five studies which compared
self-grading and proctor grading in terms of its effect on
fina l exam scores.
signifi cant.

No study obtained results which were

Kulik et al. found two studies investigating

the timing of feedback which were not confounded with the
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amount of total interaction time with proctors (Calhoun,
1976; Pressey, 1950).

Both studies indicated that

immediate feedback was superior to delayed feedback.
A study by Farmer, Lachter, Blaustein, and Cole (1972)
studied the effects of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% proctoring on final exam performance.

All proctoring functions

were combined so that the effect on any one is confounded
with the others.

Results were significant between the 0%

condition and all other conditions.

There were no differ-

ences between any other conditions.

Additional findings

suggested that fewer retakes were required among those conditions containing at least some proctoring compared to the
condition which received no proctoring.

Johnson and

Sulzer-Azaroff (1975) replicated the Farmer et al. findings
concerning effects on retakes but not on final exam scores.
Studies reporting data on student satisfaction with
types of proctoring systems, internal vs. external and variable vs. constant, have found little difference (Caldwell
et al., 1975; Calhoun, 1976; Robin & Heselton, 1977).
Fernald et al.

(1975) reported that those students who had

higher proctor contact rated the course significantly
h igher than those students having had limited proctor
cont a ct.
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Whitehurst (1975) found no differences in quiz and
final exam performance among students who handed in answers
to study questions or received oral "interviews" from proctors.

Both of these procedures were more effective than

group discussions as measured by scores on quizzes and
final exams.

Johnson and Sulzer-Azaroff (1975) found no

differences on performance measures between a constant external proctoring system, a variable external proctoring
system, and a variable internal proctoring system.
Anderson (1975) found no differences on academic performance measures between internal and external proctoring
systems.

A study by Johnson, Sulzer-Azaroff, and Maass

(1976) suggested that those students who proctor as internal proctors score higher on final examinations over the
portions of course material which they have proctored.
In summary, proctoring consists of a number of functions:

grading, immediate feedback, and tutoring.

Who

grades a quiz does not seem to be related to student performance.

Immediate feedback does seem to be related to

student performance.

Tutoring, the activity perhaps most

associated with the proctor, has not yet been shown to be
clearly related to student performance.

However, methodo-

logical inadequacies of the studies examined prevent a confident statement of the contribution of tutoring to the PSI
method .
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While tutoring has not been shown to contribute to the
effectiveness of the PSI instructional method, a number of
studies have been conducted outside of the PSI area.

Taken

together the studies provided little support for the effectiveness of tutoring, but the evidence was far from conclusive.

Twenty experimental studies were found which

reported achievement scores where those students who were
tutored scored significantly higher than those students who
were not tutored (Agan, Note 7; Bailey, Note 8; Bausell,
Moody, & Walzl, 1972; Boyd, Note 9; Carlson, Note 10;
Cloward, 1967; Ellson, Barber, Engle, & Kampworth, 1965;
Ellson, Harris, & Barber, 1968; Erickson, 1971; Frager &
Stern, 1970; Harris, 1968; Klosterman, 1970; Mollad, 1970;
National Commission on Resources for Youth, Note 11;
Ontario-Montclair School District, Note 12; Roger, 1969;
Ronshausen, 1972; Rust, 1969; Shaver & Nuhn, 1971;
Tannenbaum, 1968).

Nineteen experimental studies were

found which reported achievement scores where those
students who were tutored did not perform significantly
better than those students who were not tutored.

(Brantly,

1971; Davis, 1968; Gardner, 1973; Kreutzer, 1973; Lamal,
Note 13; Lyle, 1971; Marasculio, Levin, & James, Note 14;
Masterson, 1971; Morgan & Toy, 1970; Neckritz, Note 15;
Neckritz, Note 16; Niedermeyer & Ellis, Note 17; Olsen,
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1969; Roussin, 1972; Smith, Note 18; Stainback, Note 19;
Teaching and Learning Research Corporation, Note 20;
Weitzman, 1965; Wu, 1973).
While over 50% of the studies found significant differences favoring tutoring, many of the studies used several
achievement measures.

For the purpose of this analysis,

studies showing at least one measure favoring tutoring were
counted as indicating the effectiveness of tutoring.

While

no studies favored the control group (thereby suggesting
that tutoring was harmful), many of the studies counted as
favoring tutoring used more than one measure as did many of
the ones not favoring tutoring.

The use of multiple mea-

sures increased the possibility of finding a significant
difference among one of the measures.

When this factor was

considered, the evidence supporting the efficacy of
tutoring was equivocal.
One major difficulty with most studies on tutoring was
the failure to specify the independent variable with sufficient clarity to make any clear-cut statement regarding the
efficacy of the treatment.

It was at least possible that

there were common components appearing in the majority of
the studies which favored tutoring that did not appear in
the studies which did not favor tutoring.
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Several studies focused on a particular tutoring procedure, programmed tutoring (Ellson, Barber, Engle, &
Kampworth, 1965; Ellson, Harris & Barber, 1968; Harris,
1968; Ronshausen, 1972).

Programmed tutoring is actually a

variant of programmed instruction.

The tutor is equipped

with two types of programs, a content program and an operations program.

The content program consists of a set of

content materials preordered along a prerequisite and content strand.

The operations program is a step-by-step set

of instructions given to the tutor describing how and when
to present material and specifying the criteria for advancement and delivery of verbal praise.

The tutor in pro-

grammed tutoring serves much the same function as a teaching machine or computer in computer-assisted-instruction
(CAI) in that the tutor brings the programmer in contact
with the student.

The tutor makes decisions concerning

when certain materials are presented although the content
and order of the materials is predetermined by the progr am mer.

Like the computer or teaching machine the tutor

provides reinforcement for correct responses on a predetermined schedule in a prescribed manner.

The tutor•s behav-

i or is determined by the operations program and therefore
is di f ferent for each content program.
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Ellson, et al.

(1965) found that programmed tutoring

and classroom instruction were superior to classroom
instruction alone.

Differences between programmmed tutor-

ing alone and programmed tutoring with classroom instruction were not significant.

Ellson et al.

(1965) also

determined that alternating sessions of classroom instruction and programmed tutoring was significantly more effective than either six sessions of classroom instruction
followed by six sessions of programmed tutoring or vice
versa.
Ellson, et al.

(1968) and Harris (1968) compared pro-

grammed tutoring with "directed" tutoring.

Directed tutor-

ing was a term used to describe traditional classroom procedures used on a one-to-one basis.

Unfor~unately,

d irected tutoring was not clearly specified.

Training of

directed tutors centered on the use of the materials typically used in the school where the study was conducted.

A

detailed description of "use" was not provided.
Results o f both studies indicated significant differe nces in favor of programmed tutoring.

Unfortunately, the

content which students received is hopelessly confounded
with the tutoring methods.

The same criticism is appli-

cab l e to t h e Ellson, et al.

(1965) study.

To be fair it

shou l d be pointed out that the "program" was in part a real
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component of the tutoring method.

It would have been

impossible to separate the mode of presentation
(self-administered, tutor-administered, or
computer-administered)

in any of the aforementioned studies

since the content of the program was beginning reading.

An

interesting question is whether or not the tutor adds anything apart from the content of the program it·self.

With a

population of subjects with adequate reading skills, it is
quite possible that the material could be presented by a
book, teaching machine, or computer.
In most studies tutoring effectiveness was usually cornpared to classroom instruction alone.

One explanation for

results which favor tutoring was that students have spent
additional time in contact with content material.

Only two

studies have controlled for this possibility (Bausell,
Moody, & Walzl, 1972; Mollad, 1970).

Bausell et al.

exposed subjects to either 30 minutes of classroom instruction or 30 minutes of individual tutoring.

Under those

conditions tutoring produced significantly greater achievement scores among high, low, and medium ability students.
Mollad (1970} had the tutored experimental group spend half
of their total instruction time in regular classroom instruction and half in tutored instruction.

The control

students spent all of their time in classroom instruction.
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The experimental group obtained significantly higher gains
on word knowledge but not on reading comprehension.
Within the field of PSI and without the field, the
effectiveness of tutoring as a remedial intervention is far
from clear.

Methodological inadequacies including failing

to specify independent variables clearly, confounding, and
varying from traditional remedial tutoring methods prevent
clear-cut statements.

In general, the support for tutoring

is not strong.
Many PSI researchers have also failed to clearly
specify the behaviors which make up tutoring.

Some re-

searchers have specified what the tutor does in their respective courses.

Fernald et al.

(1975) stated "In addi-

tion to administering and scoring quizzes, the TA •
gets to know the student on a first-name basis, explains
difficult concepts to him, and may even rap on topics unrelated to the course"

(p. 147).

Johnson and Sulzer-Azaroff

(1975) described proctoring as grading student quizzes,
providing feedback on each test item as being correct,
incorrect, or unclear, listening to further explanation of
the student's answer on unclear answers, making judgements
as to the correctness or incorrectness of the student's
response, praising students who have achieved mastery,
identifying material to be reviewed prior to a retake for
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those students failing to achieve mastery, and answering
all student questions concerning the unit.
Robin and Heselton (1977) described a procedure they
identified as "enriched feedback."

After the grading of

tests, the tutor indicated the correctness of each quiz
answer, correct answers were praised, and incorrect answers
were corrected.

If the student's answer was correct, the

proctor asked a probe question drawn from a list prepared
by the instructor for each quiz.

For missed probes the

tutor provided increasingly specific prompts until the
student emitted the correct response.

The proctor

explained concepts not understood by students and directed
students to the relevant sections of the text.

If quiz

items were incorrect, the tutor asked increasingly specific
probe questions related to the material, required the student to reread and explain the answers made to the study
guide question from which the quiz item was written, required the student to locate the answer to the quiz item in
the text, and explained concepts misunderstood by the stud ent.

If the answers to quiz questions were ambiguous,

t utors asked a series of three probes, the first of which
was general in nature (e.g. "Tell me more.") with the
se cond and third being more specific (e.g."What is operant
co nditioning?").

Based on the student's response, the
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tutor judged the correctness or incorrectness of the
answer.
Robin (1977) provided further insight into the methods
used in his courses.
Before proctors can be prepared for tutoring, the
instructor must complete an adequate task analysis of
the steps which a student takes in order to master the
objectives for a typical unit of a given PSI course • •
• • When a student requests tutoring, the proctor first
determines at what step in this sequence the student
has encountered difficulty.

Then the proctor

prescribes appropriate remedial procedures aimed at the
specific problem.

Three principles underlie our

tutoring program:

students are required to make active

responses during tutoring sessions; proctors help
students only in direct proportion to the amount of
effort students expend on their own behalf; and
proctors break learning tasks into small steps and
provide immediate feedback contingent upon successful
completion of each step"

(p. 218).

Kozma, Kulik, and Smith (1977) described the role of
tu tors contained in a manual to train PSI proctors. The
manual stre s sed attending to students' ideas and feelings,
p r a i se an d en couragement for progress in the course, asking
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questions to stimulate students to express what they know
(thereby giving them opportunities to learn and remember
the material better), giving direction by indicating the
next step to be taken by the student, giving advice concerning study skills, and helping students use what they
know to find answers without lecturing.

Kozma et al. sug-

gest that tutors should identify the student's difficulty
first by examining students' study guides or by asking
dents to work sample problems.

stu~

Tutors use prompts to help

students understand material rather than lecture.

However,

tutors are allowed to provide rules and examples to clarify
concepts.
Miller and Weaver (1973)

included three primary compo-

nents in the behavior of t he tutor:
prompting, and praise.

preparation,

Preparation was concerned with mon-

itoring the course progress of students.
s ev eral steps:

This was done in

greeting the student, examining the stu-

dent's progress record, and asking for questions over the
current unit material.

Prompting was concerned with

assisting students with questions they had over the course
material through explanation and prompting correct res po n ses.

Prompting consisted of getting the student to

a ttempt an answer to his question, next asking the student
to p r ov ide a d e f inition of the key terms in the answer, and
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then asking the student to provide an explanation of how
the term applied to the example in the text.

Praise was

concerned with scheduling reinforcing consequences following correct responses.

Praise was given for consistent

progress through the course and for emitting correct
responses.
Researchers at Northeastern University have developed
the most comprehensive and systematic description of tutoring in the PSI literature.

The principal procedure was

first described by Lazar, Soares, Goncz, and Terman (1977)
in the form of a manual for tutors.

Since this article

appeared, the manual has undergone extensive revision.

The

current manual has thirteen contributors edited by Terman,
Barkrneier, and Cook (1980).

A detailed description of the

tutoring procedure is contained in a subsequent section of
this paper.
A number of researchers have published detailed procedures for training proctoring behaviors including
tutoring.

Johnson (1977) enumerated 14 strategies which

could be used to train proctors:
oral instruction;

(a) no intervention;

(b)

(c) proctor self-evaluation in successive

interviews with the instructor possibly including (b);

(d)

ins tructor feedback on the verbal mastery of oral instruction perhaps with (c);

(e)

instructor feedback on the
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classroom implementation of behaviors specified in oral
instruction and/or discussion perhaps with (c) or (d);
written instructions with (b) and (c);

(f)

(g) instructor feed-

back on the verbal mastery of written instructions perhaps
with (b) and (c);

(h)

instructor feedback on the classroom

implementation of behavior specified in written instructions perhaps with (g),

(b), and

(c);

(i) simulation/

role-playing sessions based on written instructions giving
instructor feedback on the role-playing sessions from
instructors and other proctors perhaps with (c),
(e);

(j)

(d), and

simulation/role playing sessions based on written

instructions and instructor feedback perhaps with (g),
(b), and (c);

(k)

(h),

video and/or audiotaped simulation/

role-playing sessions based on oral instruction and
instructor feedback perhaps with (c),

(d), and (e);

(1)

video and or audiotaped simulation/role-playing sessions
based upon written instructions and instructor feedback
perhaps with (g),

(h),

(b), and

(c);

(m) pretaped, live, or

written presentations of correct or incorrect proctor
behaviors, based on oral instruction with proctor active
r e s pond i n g pe r hap s wi t h ( c ) ,

(d ) ,

(e ) ,

( i ) , and ( k ) ;

(n )

pretaped live or written presentation of correct and incorrect proctor behaviors, based upon written instructions
with proctor active responding perhaps with (g) ,
{c) ,

(j) ,

and (1).

(h) ,

(b) ,
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Johnson outlined guidelines for selection of a training
strategy.

If a behavior is already occurring at sufficient

strength, Johnson recommended using strategies (c),
and (h) to maintain the behavior.

(e),

If a behavior is cur-

rently in the individual's repertoire but is weak, then
Johnson recommended prompting strategies (b),
(g). ·

(d),

(f), and

If the behavior is not contained within the indi-

vidual's repetoire, Johnson suggested that strategies (i)
and (n) could be used.

In regard to tutoring, Johnson felt

that specific training techniques would have to wait until
a task analysis had been derived.

Johnson commented, "I

have recently become acquainted with tutorial training at
Northeastern University • • • which has convinced me of the
possibility of successfully specifying and training effective tutorial behavior"

(p. 235) .

Others interested in the training of proctors have
relied on similar training strategies.

Miller and Weaver

(1973) validated a training procedure for teaching proctor
b ehavior.

They used a combination of written instruction,

self-quizzes over the written material, role playing with
s cripts, written hypothetical examples, and the use of an
o b s ervation form to score audiotapes.
Ro b in (1977 ) suggested oral instruction to teach
grad i ng criteria to proctors.

If exams contained essay
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questions, Robin (1977)

recommended using written grading

criteria with sample answers.

When tutoring is a part of

proctoring, Robin suggested oral instruction within a seminar to review content material.

Robin used written

instructions in the form of a manual.

Robin also used mod-

eling, role playing, role-playing quizzes, and monitoring
of performances through direct observation and audiotape.
Robin and Heselton (1977) investigated whether or not a
manual could replace a training package that included written instruction, role playing, and feedback.

Both training

procedures resulted in comparable gains in social behavior
and giving feedback during simulated proctor-student interactions.

Direct training, however, produced more consis-

tent gains in prompting and praise behavior.
Kozma et al.
manual.

(1977) field-tested a proctor-training

The results indicated that the training manual was

effective.

The manual combined written instruction with

study guides, self-quizzes, and performance exercises.
Training procedures used at Northeastern University
were described by Lazar, Soares, Goncz, and Terman (1977).
Since the publication, training procedures have changed
from term to term.

The training procedures used during

this study shall be described in some detail.

However,

first a description of the Northeastern University instructional program is pr ovided.
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INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH
~

Northeastern University £SI System

Six PSI courses were offered in a central instructional
facility known as the Psychology Central Instructional
Facility.

PSI courses taught at Northeastern included two

introductory psychology courses, descriptive statistics,
inferential statistics, developmental psychology, and a
learning course.

The space in which the courses took place

was specially designed to accommodate a large centralized
operation (see Figure 1).

Each student entered at (1) and

requested the appropriate quiz in the appropriate course
(all courses took place within the same space).

Clerks

verified the student's standing on computer printouts which
were updated daily and specified which quiz (and which form
of it) the student was eligible for.

The student took the

quiz and a specially prepared computer answer sheet into
the next room (2), which was furnished with cubicles, and
completed the quiz.

Upon completing it, he turned it in

for scoring at (3) and waited.

The scoring clerk signaled

(electrically) a tutor from the adjoining room who picked
up the scored quiz and invited the student into the tutorial room (4).

The tutorial was remedial in nature and

focused on the course objectives associated with items
missed on the quiz.

When the tutorial was completed, the
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student left at (5).

When desired, the tutorial took place

in an adjoining room where tape recorders were available
for recording the tutorial fot later evaluation.
Tutoring was separated from other proctor functions
such as grading, test monitoring, and handing out quizzes.
Tutors were obtained from three sources:

(a) graduate stu-

dents who received financial support, (b) undergraduate
students who received financial . support, and (c) undergraduate students who received money.
read Tutoring:

A Handbook

~

Graduate students

Personalized Instruction

(Terman, Barkrneier, & Cook, 1980) and attended a weekly
seminar in instructional technology.

Undergraduate stu-

dents enrolled for credit read Tutoring;

A Handbook

~

Personalized Instruction and attended weekly classes in
tutoring.

Paid undergraduate tutors are principally tutors

who had previously taken the tutoring courses.
All undergraduate tutors attended a class in tutoring.
The student's time was divided among three activities:
reading the tutor manual and other instructional material,
tutoring, and attending seminars.

The beginning tutor had

to demonstrate verbal mastery of the Tutoring;

A Handbook

for Personalized Instruction during the first week of the
co u rse.

This manual contained a general set of guidelines

a nd r ule s for tutoring written in narrative form.

The
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manual contained excerpts from tutorial transcripts with
instructor analysis of the events occurring in the tutorial.

The student was subsequently given a transcription in

which he provided the analysis.

A flow chart of the tutor-

ial process was provided to the student (See Figure 2).
Exercises in the manual required the student to analyze a
tutorial and find the corresponding point on the flowchart.

Other sections of the manual described PSI and re-

search in the field, and recommended study strategies for
tutees.

Two sections concerning the relationship of

instructor and tutor in a PSI system and a section on the
design of mastery quizzes were aimed primarily at the
course instructor.
The weekly seminar served three purposes:
vide further instruction on tutoring,
material, and (c)
cation.

(a) to pro-

(b) to review course

to serve as a clearing house of communi-

Class periods were 1 hour and 15 minutes long.

The time was divided into 45 and 30-minute segments for the
first five meetings.

During the 45-minute segment, tutors

practiced tutoring skills.

During the 30-minute segment,

tutors took review quizzes over course content.

Material

r ev iew tests were designed from item analysis data of
mis s ed questions from previous terms.
we r e pinpointed and tested.

Potential weak spots

Those students who failed to

A.OWCHART OF THE TUTORIAL PROCESS
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achieve 90% on the material review interviewed with the
course instructor or a course assistant over the content
missed on the review.
During the first few seminars, small groups of tutors
took part in role-playing sessions led by an advanced tutor
who had previously taken the tutor course.

The exercises

were designed to master the sequence of steps outlined on
the flow chart.

In addition, written and simulated

tutor-tutee interactions were provided to which the tutors
identified the step which had been illustrated and judged
its correctness.

Once the tutor had mastered the steps in

the tutoring process, seminars focused on the acquisition
of skillful technique.
areas:

The focus was on three principle

(a) probing of prerequisities,

successive approximations, and

(b) prompting of

(c) testing for mastery.

combination of oral instruction,

A

role playing in small

groups, and written exercises requiring active responding
was used in training these behaviors.

The tutor received a

formal evaluation of his skills from the instructor.

The

instructor used the Tutorial Evaluation Form (See Appendix
A)

to score audiotapes of tutor-tutee interactions.

During

the course of a term a tutor made two tapes of tutorials
and met individually with the instructor to review the
tutor's performance.

Predetermined criteria were provided
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for the tutor concerning the desired level of performance.
The course grade was determined by the tutor's level of
performance as compared to the criteria.
An analysis of the literature of the effect of tutoring

in PSI instruction suggested that beyond giving minimal
feedback on performance, tutoring did not add to the effectiveness of PSI instruction.

The literature outside the

area of PSI did not clearly support the role of tutoring as
an effective teaching procedure.

This series of four ex-

periments investigated the effect of interactive-diagnostic
tutoring using PSI instructional methods.

The series of

experiments represented a systematic replication across
level of instructional objective (knowledge and comprehension) and source of text material.

Experiment 1 compared a

group of students who had missed two test questions on a
comprehensive level objective from one textbook and who had
received tutoring, with a group of students who had missed
the same questions but had received only minimal feedback.
Experiment 2 compared a group of students who had missed
two test questions on a knowledge level objective from the
same textbook used in Experiment 1 and who had received
tutoring, with a group of students who had missed the same
questions but had received only minimal feedback.

Experi-

ment 3 compared a group of students who had missed two test
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questions on a knowledge level objective from a different
textbook than that used in Experiment 1 or 2 and who had
received tutoring with a group of students who had missed
the same test questions but had received only minimal feedback.

Experiment 4 compared a group of students who had

missed two test questions from a comprehension level objective from the textbook used in Experiment 3 and who had
received tutoring, with a group of students who had missed
the same test questions but had received only minimal feedback.
EXPERIMENT

~

Method
Subjects
Twenty-eight students were selected from those students
enrolled in Foundations of Psychology 19.105 at Northeastern University.

Selection into the study depended on

the student's performance on the first attempt on a unit
quiz.

All subjects had missed two questions testing a pre-

determined course objective and had earned a total score on
the quiz of at least 60%.
two treatment groups.
each condition.

Subjects were assigned to one of

Fourteen subjects were assigned to

Three tutors administered both treatments,

a lternating in succession which treatment was administered
t o a st u dent.

The tests were graded by a scorer who did
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not know the students.

Tests were given to tutors in the

order in which they were handed in.

Since selection into

the study was determined by the student•s performance on
the quiz, neither the student, scorer, or tutor could predict ahead of time whether or not any particular student
would be a subject or which treatment the subject would
receive.

Therefore, the assignment to treatment groups was

essentially random.
Procedure
Tutors.

Three tutors administered the two treatments.

Two tutors had taken a beginning and an advanced tutoring
practicurn.
cum.

One tutor had taken only the beginning practi-

In addition, all tutors had been employed as tutors

in the Psychology Central Instructional Facility.

Includ-

ing course practicum experience and experience as a paid
tutor, the mean experience level was 140 hours with a range
of 100-180 hours.
majors.

All tutors were undergraduate psychology

Tutors were selected based on two criteria:

(a)

availability during the term in which the study was to be
conducted and the immediately preceding term and (b) the
experimenter's judgement of the tutor's skill in the use of
interactive-diagnostic tutoring determined by the experimenter's direct observation and observation through audiotaped tutorials.
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To be included in the study, the tutor met specified
criteria regarding the implementation of both treatments.
Criteria for inclusion are listed in Appendix B.

Tutors

were observed through audiotape recordings of tutorial
interactions.

Observations of interactive-diagnostic

tutoring were recorded on the Tutor Evaluation Form
(Appendix A).

Observations of the minimal feedback proce-

dures were recorded on the Feedback Observation Form
(Appendix C).

Each tutor met the criteria for inclusion

before the beginning of the experiment.

Each tutor pro-

vided a tape recording which included four different
students and eight questions tutored which met all the specified criteria.
observers.

Tapes were scored by two trained

Both observers agreed that the criteria had

been met by each tutor.

Scoring criteria for each obser-

vation form are listed in Appendix D and Appendix E.
Tutor training.

Tutors received additional training

for 1-2 hours per week for 6 weeks before the study was
i mplemented.

Training consisted of (a) audiotape evalua-

tions of tutoring,
in the study,

(b) written aids on the objectives used

(c) oral discussions, and (d)

role playing.

Eac h week for 6 weeks each tutor recorded an audiotape of
sev eral tutorials which was then scored by the experimen ter.

Tutors met individually with the experimenter to
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review the tutor's performance.
tape were discussed.

All errors made on the

The experimenter suggested the

correct strategy for the specific situation in which the
error occurred.

Written aids provided sample questions

from the objective similar to those to be included in the
study and a list of prerequisite concepts for that objective (see Appendix F).

Oral discussion centered on

possible student errors on each objective and possible
strategies of dealing with each.

Each tutor role played

with the experimenter in turn, practicing tutoring the
objectives which were included in the study.

The training

activities engaged in by the tutors were of the same type
used by the experimenter in training tutors for the
Psychology Central Instructional Facility.
Course description.
an introductory

Foundations of Psychology 19.105,

psycholo~

course, combined "survey" units

with units on classical and operant conditioning.

Survey

units were taken from Baron, Byrne, and Kantowitz's
Psychology;

Understanding Behavior (1978).

The condi-

tioning units were taken from Interact liith Psychology
Terman (1980).

Psychology;

~

by

Understanding Behavior was

written in a narrative style covering many broadly ranging
t opics with no great detail on any one topic.
~

Ps ychology

~'

Interact

a pro g rammed test, included a narrative
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and a programmed format of basic terms and concepts called
the Preparation.

Another program followed each Preparation

and coincided with a programmed set of videotaped materials.

The videotape asked questions which students

answered in the text.

A programmed set of materials,

entitled Extentions and Implications, made use of what the
student had learned in the Preparation and video sections
of the text.

Finally, narrative readings focused on exper-

iments or topics in psychology.
Objectives were provided on all units.

At the term's

beginning, all students attended an orientation in which
the course procedures were discussed.

Students received a

30-page pamphlet detailing rules, procedures, grading
policy, viewing schedules for videotapes, and miscellaneous
information.

The student's grade was determined by scores

on 11 unit quizzes, a final exam, and a lecture examination.

The final contained five questions from each content

unit of the course.
during the term.

Students attended eight lectures

A comprehensive lecture exam was taken

during the final examination week.

The unit quizzes repre-

sented approximately 44% of the total points in the
co urse.

The final exam and lecture examination represented

40 % a nd 16 % respectively.
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The mastery criterion for a unit quiz was 90%.

The

student proceeded to a subsequent unit by making 90% on a
quiz or by taking three attempts on a unit quiz, whichever
happened first.

During the term students had 30 possible

testing opportunities.

In order to take the final exami-

nation, students had to complete at least eight units.

In

order to take the lecture examination, students had to
attend at least five lectures.
Treatment

l.

Treatment 1 was administered by all

tutors included in the study.

Treatment 1 consisted of the

interactive-diagnostic tutoring procedure (see Figure 2).
The tutor's goal in interactive-diagnostic tutoring was to
determine the most likely source of difficulty reponsible
for the student's performance.

Checking the Progress

Record provided information concerning the student's typical performance.

Systematic problems like poor study

behavior, English as a second language, or chronic unpreparedness can sometimes be determined from the student's
Progress Record.

Checking the student's preparation deter-

mined whether the student's quiz performance could be the
result of inadequate preparation.

Asking for questions was

a step designed to locate quiz questions on which the student was unsure or may have guessed.

If the student had

guessed correctly, questions regarding the concepts
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contained within the question might not surface during the
tutorial.

Asking the student to read the quiz questions

eliminated reading errors as possible sources of student
errors.

Having the student paraphrase the question was

designed to clarify whether or not the student could describe what he was supposed to do with respect to the
question.
Errors were remediated when they occurred in either the
reading or paraphrasing of the question by using a prompting and probing procedure.

A prompt was a statement or

question which provided supplementary information designed
to shape the student's behavior in the direction of the
behavioral objective.

Probes were questions designed to

assess what the student did or did not know.

Probes iden-

tified likely sources of student error.
The tutor's job was not merely to shape the student's
verbal behavior so that a correct answer could be given to
the quiz question missed.

The tutor's job was to find the

sources of error and remediate them.

When the tutor be-

lieved the student possessed all the prerequisite concepts
needed to answer the question, he returned to the missed
quiz question and had the student answer it.

If the stu-

dent answered correctly, then the tutor asked a question or
several questions designed to test the student's mastery of
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the objective and to determine the success of the tutorial

in remediating the student's errors.
The tutor may have asked one or more of four types of
questions.

First, the tutor may have asked a question like

the missed question, thereby testing the same thing as the
question which the student had missed.

Second, the tutor

may have asked the student for a restatement of the main
concepts covered during the tutorial.

Third, the tutor may

have asked a question which tested a part of the objective
not covered by the question missed on the quiz.

This was

appropriate when the objectives were broad enough to include more than one type of behavior.

Fourth, the tutor

may have asked a question which represented an extension of
the objective to a separate but related objective, particularly objectives of a higher level (i.e. knowledge to
comprehension).

At every point in the tutorial, the tutor

was to "reinforce" the student by confirming the correctness of his responses.

The tutor was instructed to

"reinforce" the student for each correct response.
The tutor identified the relevant study material for
the next quiz the student would encounter.

The tutor dis-

cussed study habits if the student's Progress Record or
preparedness indicated that this was a likely source of the
student 's difficulty.

A complete description and rationale
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for each tutor behavior is contained within Tutoring;
Handbook~

A

Personalized Instruction (Terman et al.,

19 80) •

Treatment

2.

This was a minimal feedback procedure.

The purpose of the minimal feedback procedure was to
identify the questions missed on the text, identify the
correct answer, provide a brief rational of the correctness
or incorrectness of each alternative, and to identify what
unit test the student was to take next.
to provide any

~iscussion

The tutor was not

of content material beyond that

given in a written feedback sheet.

If the student had

questions concerning any aspects of the missed question or
feedback, he was referred to the appropriate page in the
textbook.

If the student had further questions, the tutor

repeated what the text or feedback had stated but did not
provide additional information.

(Figure 3 contains a flow

chart of the feedback procedure.)
Dependent Variables
Student achievement was measured by two 5-item quizzes
covering the content of the specific objective missed on a
quiz.

One 5-item quiz was administered immediately follow-

ing the tutorial

(TQl).

A second 5-item quiz was admin-

is ter ed prior to the student's second attempt on the unit
(TQ 2 ) .

Test items were presented to the student one by one

Figure 3.
Flowchart of the Minimal Feedback Procedure
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on "6 x 4" note cards.

The experimenter removed items from

the student's view which had been answered.

The two

quizzes were matched as closely as possible on preinstruction probabilities of answering questions correctly and
postinstruction probabilities of answering questions correctly.

All students received the same quizzes and the

same order of item presentation.
computer answer sheet.

Students answered on a

No feedback was given to the stu-

dent until the end of the quarter concerning performance on
the quiz items.

To ensure motivation on each test, stu-

dents were given 1 point toward their final point total if
a score of 4 or 5 was earned.

Other students who were not

in the study received the average number of points earned
by those in the study.

The test administrator was blind to

which treatment the student had received.
Items included on unit quizzes from the objective in
t h e study and items included in both 5-item quizzes were
derived using principles of criterion-referenced testing.
First, specific behavioral objectives were written concerning the student's desired behavioral performance.

Item

generation rules were formulated which included all item
types which tested the objective in question.

For each

item type, questions were written according to the item
ge neration rule.
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All potential test items were tested prior to a student's receiving instruction.

Items were pretested at a

required orientation meeting prior to the beginning of the
course.

Each pretest contained five items.

One hundred

twenty-five items were administered on 25 tests.

Students

were told that the test was a practice examination similar
to the exams they were to take during the course.

Students

were told that they could earn up to 2 points toward their
final grade, based on their score on this test.

Scores of

3 earned 1 point while scores of 4 and 5 earned 2 points.
Students were told that as many as 20 students from the
previous term raised their grades by one letter based on
the scores earned on the practice examination.

Students

were encouraged to guess and to attempt each question.
Postinstruction data were obtained by placing 10 items
on each final examination.

Students were told that 10

items on their final examinations did not count toward
their final exam score.

Which items counted of the 60

items appearing on the examination was not revealed to the
student.

Students were told that they would receive 1

point if they answered six or seven questions correctly and
2 points if they answered eight questions or more correctly
of the additional 10 items.
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A high and low mastery group was formulated.

The high

mastery group consisted of all students who had earned a
score of 9 or 10 on the unit quiz from which the objective
test question was taken and who had scored 5 out of 5 questions correctly on the final examination items from that
unit.

The low mastery group consisted of students who

scored below 60% on their final examinations and who missed
all five items on the final examination items from that
unit.
An item analysis of the postinstruction data was performed for the high and low mastery groups.

Items were

selected for the 5-item quizzes based on the degree to
which the item analysis differentiated the postinstruction
data of the high mastery group from the preinstruction data
and the postinstruction data of the low mastery group.
Item analysis data appear in Appendix G for all items comprising the dependent variables and for items included on
unit quizzes.

Performance on unit quiz items determined

whether a student was selected as a subject.
In addition to achievement measures, the latency between the subject's first and second attempt was recorded
for each treatment condition.
since the first quiz attempt.

Latency was measured in days
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Reliability Procedure
Since all items on the quizzes were objective items, an
answer key was used to grade all quizzes.

Since grading

errors are unusual under these conditions, no agreement
data were collected on the dependent variable.
The consistency of implementation of treatment variables was observed through audiotape recordings.

All

subject-tutor interactions were recorded unless the subject
did not give written permission to do so.

All tapes of

both tutoring methods on each tutor were scored.
were observed by two trained observers.

Tapes

Data were averaged

across all tutorials by tutor and may be compared to the
tutoring criteria used to participate in the study.

Data

are presented for each tutor on both tutoring methods (see
Appendix H) •
To determine if observer drift occurred, the two observers independently scored a criterion tape of
interactive-diagnostic tutoring which had been scored by
the experimenter.

The criterion tape was scored twice,

once after the sixth of 45 interactive-diagnostic tutoring
recordings and again after the thirty-fifth tape.

The 45

interactive-diagnostic tapes represent all the tapes in the
series of four experiments.
e a ch of the four experiments.

Observers were the same in
Agreement indices were
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reported by scoring each category of tutor behavior and its
opportunity for emission separately and then comparing it
to the experimenter's scoring.

No feedback was provided to

the observers concerning their scoring until all four
experiments described here were completed.

Agreement per

category was calculated per question tutored.
figures for all questions were averaged.
was reported per category.

Percentage

Average agreement

The formula used for all agree-

ment indices was agreements/agreements plus disagreements.
Results
An

~

test reveals that the assumption of homogeneity of

variance is untenable on TQl, F(l, 26)

=

4.11,

~ ~

.02.

As

a result a separate variance estimate is used in calculating the

~

statistic.

The mean and standard deviation of

students who received the interactive-diagnostic tutoring
condition is 4.64 and .17 compared to 3.57 and 1.28 for
those students who received the minimal feedback condition
(see Table 2).
2.8, J2.

~

The

~

test is highly significant,

~(26)

=

.01.

On TQ2 the assumption of homogeneity of variance is
supported, £(1, 26)

= 1.92,

J2. 2

.25.

The mean and standard

deviations of students receiving interactive-diagnostic
tutoring is 4.36 and .84 compared to 3.86 and 1.18 for the
minimal feedback group (see Table 2).
significant , .t.(26) = 1.3, J2. 2. .20.

The

~

test is not
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Table 2
Mean and Standard Deviation
for Experiments 1--4
M
I-D

SD
MF

I-D

MF

Experiment 1
TQ1

4.64

3.57

.169

1.28

TQ2

4.36

3. 86

.840

1.18

TQ1

4.82

3.62

.410

1.18

TQ2

4.45

4. 46

1.500

.82

TQ1

4.14

2.82

.3 80

1.47

TQ2

4. 57

4.55

1 .5 40

1.21

TQl

4.18

3.17

.95 0

1.10

TQ2

4.12

4.44

.990

.9 8

Experiment 2

Exper irnent 3

E xpe r irnent 4
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The mean length of an interactive-diagnostic tutoring
session is 12:53 minutes, while the mean length of a minimal feedback session is 3:37 minutes.

The mean latency

between the first and second attempts on the unit quiz is
2.92 days for those students in the interactive-diagnostic
tutoring group and 4.07 days for those in the minimal feedback group.

The~

test is not significant,

~(26)

= 1.44, £

2. • 06 7 •

Analysis of the tape recordings reveals that probes and
prompts occur on the average 16.5, 19.5, and 30 times per
question tutored for each tutor respectively.

No lectures,

probes, or prompts appear for any tutor on recordings of
the minimal feedback interactions.

The "~ests for mastery"

step occurs on 100% of the questions tutored for all tutors.

No instances of the "tests for mastery" step occur

in recordings of the minimal feedback condition.

The "asks

to read feedback" step of the minimal feedback procedure
occurs on 100%, 100%, and 88% of the questions missed for
each tutor respectively.

Although the analysis of the

recordings of the third tutor reveals that the tutor does
not ask one student to read the feedback, the tape recording did confirm that the student does read the feedback
without being asked.

The tape recording analysis reveals

one instance of misinformation committed by Tutor 3.
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Analysis of the misinformation by the experimenter shows
that the misinformation is not related in any direct manner
to the objectives being taught.

Therefore, the data are

included for the present analysis.
On one occasion a subject did not grant permission to
be recorded although permission was given to take part in
the study.

There is no reason to believe that the tutor's

typical performance is altered as a result of not being
taped.

For this reason the data from this subject are

included in the analysis of the effect of tutoring.
Data on the consistency of performance on each of the
tutor behaviors on both procedures may be found in Appendix
H.

Inter-scorer agreement data for all categories of tutor

behavior for both procedures may be found in Appendix I.
Observer drift data may be found in Appendix J.
EXPERIMENT 2
Method
Subjects
Twenty-four students were selected from those students
enrolled in Psychology 19.105 at Northeastern University.
Criteria for selection were identical to those used in
Experiment 1.

Eleven subjects were assigned to the

i nt e racti ve-diagnostic tutoring condition, while thirteen
we r e ass igned to the minimal feedback condition.
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Procedures
The procedures used in Experiment 2 were identical to
those used in Experiment 1, with one exception.

The objec-

tive selected was a knowledge level objective, whereas the
objective used in Experiment 1 was a comprehensive level
objective.
Results
An £ test reveals that the assumption of homogeneity of
variance is untenable on TQl, F{l, 22)
A

=

13.79, £

~

.001.

separate variance estimate is used in calculating the

statistic.

~

The mean and standard deviation of the

interactive-diagnostic tutoring group on TQl is 4.82 and
.41 respectively, compared to 3.62 and 1.50 for those in
the minimal feedback group.
.t(22)

The

~

test is significant,

= 2.57, ~ ~ .02.

On TQ2 the as surnption of hornogeni ty of va ri'a nce is supported, E(l, 22)

= 1.12, ~ 2

.84.

The mean and standard

deviation of those in the interactive-diagnostic group is
4.46 and .82 respectively, while the mean and standard
deviation for the minimal feedback group is 4.45 and .78
(see Table 2).
~

The~

test is not significant,

~(22)

=

.02,

2. .98.

The mean length of an interactive-diagnostic tutoring
sessio n is 16:20 minutes, while the mean length of minimal
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feedback session is 3:07 minutes.

The mean latency between

TQl and TQ2 on the unit quiz is 2.82 days for the
interactive-diagnostic tutoring group and 3.49 days for the
minimal feedback group.
.b(22)

=

.81, l2

>

The

~

test is not significant,

.10.

Analysis of the tape recordings reveals that probes and
prompts occur on the average 19.5, 25.5, and 44 times per
question tutored for each of the tutors respectively.
tutor has no lectures, probes, and prompts.

One

However, the

analysis of one scorer indicates one occurrence each for
the other tutors.

The data show no occurrences of the

tests for mastery" during a minimal feedback interaction.
The "asks to read feedback" step of the minimal feedback
procedure occurs on 100% of the recordings for all tutors.
The tape recording analysis of one scorer indicates one
occurrence of misinforming the subject by Tutor 1 and two
occasions of misinforming a student by Tutor 2.

The exper-

imenter's analysis of the misinformation by the experimenter reveals that in each case the misinformation is not
directly related to the teaching of the objective.

On one

occasion a subject did not grant permission to be recorded
bu t

agreed to be a subject in the study if the recording

was not made.
analysis .

The data of this subject is included for
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Data on the consistency of performance on each of the
tutor behaviors on both procedures appear in Appendix H.
Inter-scorer agreement data appear in Appendix I.
EXPERIMENT 3
Method
Subjects
Twenty-four students were selected from those students
enrolled in Foundations of Psychology 19.105 at Northeastern University.

Criteria for selection were identical

to those used in the preceding experiments.

Thirteen sub-

jects were assigned to the interactive-diagnostic tutoring
condition, while eleven were assigned to the minimal feedback condition.

Observation of tape recordings of the

interactive-diagnostic group revealed that the tutor significantly misinformed the student concerning the content of
the material on six occasions.

In the experimenter's

judgement the misinformation could have very easily
affected the students' scores on TQl and TQ2.

The data of

these students were not used for the present analysis.
This left seven students who were assigned to the
interactive-diagnostic tutoring condition.
Procedures
The procedures used in Experiment 3 were identical to
th ose u s e d in Experiment 1 except that the objective
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selected was a knowledge level objective from the
nonprogrammed text, Psychology; Understanding Behavior,
Concise Edition, by Baron, Byrne, and Kantowitz (1978).
Results
An

~

test revealsthat the assumption of homogeneity of

variance is untenable, f:{l, 16)

=

15.15, 12

~

.003.

rate variance estimate is used to calculate the
statistic.

A sepa-

~

The mean and standard deviation on TQl for the

interactive-diagnostic tutoring condition is 4.14 and .38
respectively, compared to. 2.82 and 1.47 for the minimal
feedback condition (see Table 2).
cant, .t.(l6) = 2.31, 12
An

~

~

The~

test is signifi-

.015.

test indicates that the assumption of homogenity

of variance is questionable on TQ2, f:(l, 16)
.057.
the

~

= 5.15,

~ ~

A separate variance estimate is used to calculate
statistic.

The mean and standard deviation of those

students receiving interactive-diagnostic tutoring is 4.57
and .54 respectively, compared to 4.54 and 1.21 for those
receiving minimal feedback

(see Table 2).

The~

test for

differences between means is not significant, .t.(l6)

=

.05,

.Q. 2. .95.

The mean length of an interactive-diagnostic tutoring
sess ion is 27:20 minutes, while the mean length of the minimal feedback session is 3:02 minutes.

The mean latency
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between first and second attempts of a unit quiz is 1.57
days for interactive-diagnostic tutoring and 4.64 days for
minimal feedback.
cant,

~(16)

=

The differences in latencies is signifi-

3.00, R

~

.01.

The correlation between

inter-test latency and score on TQ2 is .31.

A

~

test is

not significant at the .10 level of significance.
Analysis of the tape recordings of the interactivediagnostic tutoring session reveals that Tutor 1 averages
24 probes and prompts per question, while Tutor 3 averages
58 probes and prompts per question.

Tutor 2 does not have

a subject under the interactive-diagnostic tutoring condition.

Tutors 1 and 2 have no probes and prompts observed

during the minimal feedback condition.

Tutor 2 emits 1.17

lectures, probes, and prompts per question as scored by one
observer, while the second observer records .83 lectures,
probes, and prompts per question.

The "tests for mastery"

step occurs on 100% of the questions tutored by the
interactive-diagnostic procedure.

No "tests for mastery"

step occurs during any of the minimal feedback interactions.

The "asks to read feedback" step occurs on 100%

of the minimal feedback sessions.
The observers' data indicate numerous instances of misinformation by Tutor 3.

An examination by the experimenter

of e ac h instance reveals that the misinformation is not
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directly related to the objective being taught.

In the

experimenter's judgement, this misinformation does not
affect the subjects' scores on the dependent variable.
Data on the consistency of performance for all tutor
behaviors on both procedures appear in Appendix H.

Inter-

scorer aggreernent data on all categories appear in Appendix
I •

EXPERIMENT 4
Method
Subjects
Thirty-five students were selected from those students
enrolled in Foundations of Psychology 19.105 at Northeastern University.

Criteria for selection were identical

to those used in the preceding experiments.

Seventeen sub-

jects received the interactive-diagnostic tutoring
condition, while 18 subjects received the minimal feedback
condition.

Of the 17 subjects receiving

interactive-diagnostic tutoring, 7 received tutoring from
Tu tor 1, while 10 received tutoring from Tutor 3.

Of those

students receiving minimal feedback, 8 received Tutor 1 and
10 received Tutor 3.

Tutor 2 did not participate in this

expe riment.
Procedu res
The design of Experiment 4 was a 2 x 2 factorial design
wi th tutoring me thod and tuto r as the two variables.

This
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design allowed for the separation of variability due to
differences between tutors regarding the use of the two
tutoring methods.

As long as the tutors included all

important steps of each procedure, then no differences
would be expected based on which tutor implemented the procedure.

In all other respects except one, the experimental

procedures were identical to those used in the preceding
experiments.

Test items tested a comprehension level ob-

jective from the non-programmed Psychology;

Understanding

Behavior text.
Results
The ANOVA table for TQl and TQ2 appears in Table 3.
TQl, there is a significant main effect.

On

Differences

between interactive-diagnostic tutoring and minimal feedback are highly significant, £(1, 31)

=

8.58, £

~

.01.

The

mean score on TQl for students receiving interactivediagnostic tutoring is 4.18, compared to 3.17 for those
students receiving minimal feedback

(see Table 2).

Differences between tutors with respect to the
effectiveness of use of each of the tutoring procedures is
not significant, £(1, 31)

=

.28, £ 2. .60.

There are no

s ignificant interactions between the tutoring method
va riable and the tutor vari- able, £(1, 31)
.10 .

= 2.81, R 2.
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Table 3
ANOVA summary for TQl
Source of Variation

ss

df

MS

F

p(F)

Main Effects

9.203

2

4.601

4 .4 85

.019

Method

8.800

1

8.800

8.578

.006

Tutor

.287

1

.287

.280

• 60 0

Two-way Interactions

2.880

1

2.880

2.807

.1 04

Method Tutor

2.880

1

2.880

2. 807

.10 4

Explained

12.082

3

4. 0 27

3.926

.017

Residual

31. 80 4

31

1.0 26

Total

43.886

34

1.290

Table 4
ANOVA Summary for TQ2
Source of Variation

ss

df

MS

F

p(F)

1.156

2

.578

• 571

.571

Method

.963

1

.963

• 95 2

.337

Tutor

.222

1

.222

.220

.643

Two-way Interactions

.630

1

• 63 0

.623

.436

Method Tutor

.63 0

1

. 63 0

.623

• 43 6

Explained

1.786

3

• 595

.588

• 6 27

Residual

31.357

31

1.012

33.143

34

. 97 5

Main Effects

Total
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score on TQl for students receiving interactive-diagnostic
tutoring is 4.18, compared to 3.17 for those students
receiving minimal feedback (see Table 2).

Differences

between tutors with respect to the effectiveness of use of
each of the tutoring procedures is not significant, £(1,
31) = .28, Q 2 .60.

There are no significant interactions

between the tutoring method variable and the tutor variable, £{1, 31) = 2.81,

Q

2 .10.

On TQ2 there are no significant main effects (see Table
4).

The interaction is also not significant.

The mean

performance of those receiving interactive-diagnostic
tutoring is 4.12, compared to 4.44 for those students
receiving minimal feedback

(see Table 2).

The average length of a tutorial using
i nteractive-diagnostic tutoring is 29:36 minutes, compared
to 2:51 minutes for minimal feedback.

The average latency

between TQl and TQ2 is 3.0 days for interactive-diagnostic
tutoring and 3.5 days for minimal feedback.
not significant, .t.(33)

=

.63,

~

A~

test is

> .10.

An analysis of tape recording data reveals that Tutor 1
av erages 34.5 probes and prompts per question using the
interacti v e-diagnostic tutoring procedure, while Tutor 3
ave rages 57.2 probes and prompts per question tutored.
Tut or 1 emits .13 lectures, probes, and prompts per
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question as scored by one scorer, while the other observer
records no lectures, probes, or prompts for Tutor 1.

Tutor

3 emits no lectures, probes, or prompts during the minimal
feedback interactions.

The "tests for mastery" step occurs

an average of 100% for Tutor 1 and 97% for Tutor 3.
Neither tutor performs the "tests for mastery" step during
a minimal feedback session.

The "asks to read feedback"

step occurs on 100% of the opportunities to do so for both
tutors.
Two subjects did not grant permission to be taped but
agreed to participate in the experiment.
included in the present analysis.

Their data are

The analysis of the tape

recordings indicates one instance of misinformation by
Tutor 1 and several instances by Tutor 3.

The experi-

menter's examination of each instance indicates that no
instance is directly related to the teaching of the objective.

Therefore, the data are included in this analysis.

Data on the consistency of performance for all tutor
b e h aviors on both procedures appear in Appendix H.

Inter-

sco rer agreement data for all categories appear in Appendix
I.

DISCUSSION
The finding that interactive-diagnostic tutoring was an
effective means of teaching verbal concepts and facts was
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well-supported in each of the four experiments, as evidenced by the significant differences between means on
TQl.

Equally . consistent was the absence in all experiments

of differential effectiveness between
interactive-diagnostic tutoring and minimal feedback when
students could restudy the material prior to another test,
as evidenced by the lack of significant differences on TQ2.
These basic findings were replicated across level of
objective and textbook.

Whether the objective was a know-

ledge level objective or a comprehension level objective
made no

differenc~.

Tutoring was effective in teaching the

objectives, but differences were erased once both groups
were allowed to restudy and retest.

One possible argument

in terms of the usefulness of interactive-diagnostic tutoring is that it applies only to "facts" but not to concepts.

Since interactive-diagnostic tutoring was as suc-

cessful with comprehension level objectives as
knowledge-level objectives, this argument was not supported.

Whether or not this tutoring procedure would be

effective in teaching other higher order objectives such as
analysis, evaluation, or synthesis, remains to be seen.
Another argument which could be made is that
interactive-diagnostic tutoring is effective only when used
in conjunction with programmed instructional materials such
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as the Interact with Psychology

~

text.

The success of the

tutoring procedure with material from the non-programmed
Psychology;

Understanding Behavior text does not lend

support to this argument.
One explanation of the finding that
interactive-diagnostic tutoring was more effective than
minimal feedback is the large time differential between the
amount of time students spent with the material during a
tutorial session.

In a sense, this represents an inherent

difference in the procedures.

By definition, minimal feed-

back requires only minimal student time.

On the other

hand, implicitly tutoring requires a longer period of
time.

Had there been no performance differences between

the two procedures, then tutoring would have been wasted
time.

Apparently, however, this time was profitably spent.

One uncontrolled feature of these experiments was the
amount of time spent studying course material after TQl and
prior to TQ2.

It was possible that considerable differ-

ences existed between students receiving one or the other
procedure with regard to this variable.

It would certainly

be an advantage for interactive-diagnostic tutoring if subsequent restudy time was significantly reduced as compared
to minimal feedback, even if the scores on retest were not
different.

Study time differentials might help to explain
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why interactive-diagnostic tutoring offered no advantage
over minimal feedback on TQ2.
Unfortunately, procedurally to obtain reliable and
valid data on a student's study time is very difficult.
Unless access to the course materials is controlled by the
experimenter, the experimenter must rely on some type of
self-report measure.

While some researchers have reported

success (Johnson et al., 1975) with self-report measures of
this type, considerable doubt remains concerning the
validity of such procedures.
There was some evidence to suggest that students
receiving interactive-diagnostic tutoring were more likely
to retake a unit mastery quiz with less delay than those
who received minimal feedback.

While only one _ experiment

showed a signifiant difference, the means of all four
experiments favored interactive-diagnostic tutoring.

Since

the sample size of most experiments was not large, only
relatively large differences between testing latencies
would have been significant.

If the data from the four

experiments are grouped together and treated as one experiment, the resulting statistic is significant,

~(103)

=

2.15, Q > .05.
One explanation for these differences may be that stude nt s rec e iv i ng interactive-diagnostic tutoring were more
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prepared to take the second quiz.

As a result of the

tutorial, students may not have needed or believed they did
not need, much in the way of further preparation.

To get

hard data on this factor, an experimenter would have to
control access to the course materials.

In terms of time

spent in contact with the material during the tutorial,
those who received 'interactive-diagnostic tutoring had
already spent 15-25 minutes longer with the material than
those receiving minimal feedback.

If little or no subse-

quent time was spent studying the material by those
receiving interactive-diagnostic tutoring, this could
adversely affect subsequent performance on a retake of a
unit quiz.
Another potential factor which may help explain the
decreased latency in favor of interactive-diagnostic tutoring was the overt encouragement given to the student as a
result of having "mastered" a particular concept during a
tutorial.

Frequently, at the end of an

interactive-diagnostic tutorial, the tutor expressed confide nce in the student's ability to answer any question with
r e spect to the objectives covered during the tutorial.

On

t he other hand, minimal feedback provided no contingent
p rai s e bas ed on verbal b e havior with respect to the course
mate rial.
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The failure of interactive-diagnostic tutoring to produce differences on TQ2 compared to minimal feedback has
several important implications for the PSI method of
instruction.

Tutoring does not seem to make a difference

in terms of long-term achievement as long as some minimal
feedback is provided.

In terms of instructional effective-

ness, the tutor may be an unnecessary component of the
method.

This finding supports the general conclusion of

reviewers of the current PSI literature.
If tutoring adds something positive to the process of
PSI instruction, it apparently is not to be found in
increased long-term achievement scores.

Keller (1968)

envisioned the proctor as a means to make education more
personalized.

The advantage of the tutor for PSI may lie

in student satisfaction with the course.

If the reported

differences in course satisfaction favoring PSI over conventional instructional literature are real and not an
artifact of biased measurement procedures, then the tutor
may play a key role.
During Experiment 3 a misconception concerning the content of the material made it necessary to eliminate six
tutorials from consideration.

Those tutorials were elimi-

nated because the procedure of interactive-diagnostic
tuto ring was of experimental interest and not any peer
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tutoring system per se.

But the occurrence of errors by

peer tutors is an issue which must concern those making use
of peer tutoring.

One advantage of corrective feedback

written by the instructor is that content errors would be
eliminated.

While it is not known how often peer tutors

make content mistakes, errors do occur even with extensive
training and review of even a few objectives as in the
current study.

An analysis of the effect of tutoring in

PSI must also account for potential harm to students if
they are misinformed by a peer tutor.
In terms of cost in time and dollars, these considerations are important.

If PSI can produce superior perfor-

mance on achievement measures when compared to conventional
instruction and receive at least equivalent ratings in
terms of course satisfaction without tutors, then the most
cost-effective decision would be to eliminate the tutoring
component or at least greatly reduce it.
The effectiveness of interactive-diagnostic tutoring as
a teaching method in producing substantial change in the
mastery of instructional objectives holds great promise for
future uses.

While tutoring of any type may not be a

cost-effective means of rernediating student difficulties in
the context of PSI,

it may profitably be used in other sit-

uations bearin g no relationship to PSI.

Whenever
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one-to-one instruction is required, interactive-diagnostic
tutoring could presumably be utilized.

While some steps of

the procedure are clearly dependent on some highly specific
aspects common to PSI, the heart of the procedure is not.
For instance, steps such as check Progress Record, reading
the quiz question, and paraphrasing the quiz question are
clearly dependent on the specifics of how a particular
course operates.

Other steps like establishing prerequi-

sites through probing and prompting, testing for mastery of
objectives, continuous reinforcement of correct responses,
and avoiding lectures have little to do with the specific
arrangement of a particular course.

Probably the general

method utilized in interactive-diagnostic tutoring could be
adapted to almost any tutorial arrangement.
Many questions remain regarding the effectiveness of
the procedure.

If compared to a more traditional form of

tutoring (i.e. lecturing), would interactive-diagnostic
tutoring demonstrate any differential effectiveness?

Since

the student engaged in interactive-diagnostic tutoring is
likely to be more active than with more traditional tutoring arrangements, a useful question to ask is whether the
interactive-diagnostic method is more or less satisfying in
terms of student preference measures.

Eventually a campo-

Bent analysis of steps thought to be crucial would lead to
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further refinement and perhaps streamlining of the procedure.

Finally, can the interactive-diagnostic procedure be

successfully adapted to a broad spectrum of problems in
instruction where one-to-one instruction appears to be the
method of choice?
Interactive-diagnostic tutoring represents an
attempt to apply principles and techniques of behavioral
instruction demonstrated to have been effective in the programmed instruction and behavior modification literature,
to the one-on-one instructional situation.

In many re-

spects the interactive-diagnostic tutor is an infinitely
branching program of instructional sequences much like the
most sophisticated of the CAI instructional programs.

What

the tutor may lack in programming elegance is balanced
against an infinite potential for flexibility and patience.
Certain skills not explicitly taught in the Tutoring;

h Handbook £Qx Personalized Instruction (Terman et al.,
1980) are necessary for the use of interactive-diagnostic
tutoring.

In order to probe prerequisites, a tutor must be

able to order content material along content strands such
that a logical order of prerequisities and interrelationships of material are known.

In the current experiments

these prerequisite concepts and interrelationships were
explicitly provided to tutors during preexperiment training
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sessions.

In teaching others to use interactive-diagnostic

tutoring, the explicit delineation of course content may be
necessary to achieve satisfactory results.
Another implicit skill not taught in the manual is the
explicit specification of behaviors to be learned by the
student.

In the current experiments the behaviors to be

learned by students were specified by the course instructors in the form of written behavioral objectives.

Not

being able to clearly specify what is being taught makes
probing, prompting, and testing for mastery of an objective
meaningless if not impossible.

While implicit objectives

presumably exist for all courses, the tutor as a teacher
must know in advance what is to be taught if tutoring is to
h ave an impact on traditional measurements of achievement.
In summary, the potential users of interactive-diagnostic
tutoring are assumed to have at their disposal explicit
written objectives and knowledge of the relationships
between concepts and facts contained within those objectives in order to use the procedure effectively.
Certain methodological procedures used in the current
experiment deserve special comment in the context of current educational research.

First, many descriptions of

instructional techniques, especially tutoring, have not
been described in sufficient detail to allow for rigorous
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specification of the independent variable.

As a result, it

is rare to see procedures which provide for the rigorous
observation of the proper implementation of the instructional variables.

Lack of significant instructional

effects can thereby result as a function of treatment or
the lack of proper implementation of the treatment.

Flow-

charting an instructional procedure represents an explicit
behavioral definitional system permitting fine-grained distinctions in the proper implementation of an instructional
method.

Even small departures from the instructional pro-

cedures may be observed and their effects studied or
eliminated.

The advantages of flowcharting in terms of

precision of measurement of the independent variable and in
eliminating troublesome variability are obvious.
Second, the delineation of behaviors to be learned in
the form of explicit instructional objectives offers an
i mportant methodological advantage.

As a result of clear

specification of an instructional objective, a
criterion-referenced test can be constructed which measures
the achievement of one specific behavior without combining
i t with other related objectives.

Behaviors to be learned

will vacy in terms of the difficulty of the task and the
t y pe of behavior (i.e., level of objective).

By specifying

c on cise instructional objectives, variability due to these
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factors may be separated, resulting in a net increase in
the precision of measurement of the dependent variable.

In

addition, the precise delineation of instructional objectives permits the control of variability due to differential levels of knowledge of the individual using an
instructional procedure with respect to separate instructional objectives.

In like fashion, differential

effectiveness of textual material in teaching particular
course material can be specified and experimentally controlled.

Otherwise these differences are likely to become

a significant contribution to measurement error.

APPENDICES

Appendix A
TUTORIAL EVALUATION FORM
Tutor____________________

Instructor___________________

CODE
NO.

BEHAVIOR

1

Greets student

2

Checks Prooress Record

3

Checks areoara ti on

4

Asks for ouestion:;

5

Has student read question
aloud

6

Has student paraphrase
auestion

7

Remediates errors in
readina ryr ~araohra sino
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Appendix B
Performance Criteria fQL Tutors
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Tutor Behavior

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9•

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
LI

Criterion Level
Performance

Greets student
Checks Progress Record
Checks preparation
Asks for questions
Has student read question
Has student paraphrase question
Remediates error in reading or
paraphrasing
Probes for prerequisites
Probes and prompts successive
approximations
Uses inappropriate probes or
prompts
Reinforces correct responses
Reinforces incorrect responses
Tests for mastery
Misinforms student
Lectures
Indicates next step in course
work
Discusses study tactics
Lecturing Indexa

88%
88%
88%
88%
88%
88%
88%

*
*
3 or less
90%
0

88%
0

*
88%
88%
.09 or lower

aThe Lecturing Index uses tutor behaviors 8, 9, and 15.
Lecturing Index

=

lectures
lectures & probes & prompts
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Minimal Feedback
Tutor Behavior
1.

2.
3•
4•
5.
6•

7.
8•
9•
10 .

11.
12.

13 .

Greets student
Checks preparation
Reveals score
Asks student to read feedback
Identifies text material
Identifies next test
Lectures, probes, prompts
Checks Progress Record
Asks student to read question
Asks student to paraphrase
question
Tests for mastery
Identifies study materials
(other than page numbers)
Discusses study tactics

Criterion Level
Performance
88%
88%
88%
88%
88%
88%
.25/question
or less
0%
13% or less
13% or less

13% or less
0%
0%

Appendi x C
The Feedback Observation Form
Co d e Be hav i o r
No.

Opportunity

l

Greets s t uden t

2

Checks prepara tion

3

Reveals sco re

4

Asks student t o
read feedback

5

Identifies text
material

6

Identifies next
test

7

Lectures, probes ,
prompts

8

Checks progress
record

9

Percent
Occurrence
• by
Opportunity

I

Asks student to
read q uestion
aloud

10

Asks for
paraphrase

ll

Tests for
mastery

12

Iden ti fies study
mat erials

13

Occurrence

I

Discusses study
habits
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Appendix D
Scoring Criteria

~ ~

Tutor Evaluation

~

Occurrences
1.

Greets student.

This behavior should be scored when

the tutor greets the student at the very beginning of
the tutorial.

Greets student should not be scored to

have occurred if it occurs after 20 seconds from the
tutor's initial verbal contact.
Examples:

2.

a.

"Hi."

b•

"How are you? "

c.

"Hello."

Checks Progress Record.

This behavior should be

scored only if the tutor makes a verbal comment
concerning the student's Progress Record.

Occurrence

of this behavior is scored only if it occurs prior to
revealing the test score or reading a quiz question.
Examples:
a.

"Let me see your Progress Record."

b.

"You have had difficulty on this unit in the
past."

c.

"This is your third attempt on Unit 2."
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3.

Checks preparation.

Score "Checks preparation" if the

tutor does the following:

(1) a verbal comment is made

by the tutor concerning the student's preparation;

(2)

the tutor asks a question related to the student's
preparation;

(3) the tutor asks questions about the

material before the student has read the first missed
question.
Examples:
a.

"Did you go see the videotape?"

b.

"May I see your book?
with the Preparation?

Did you have any problems
Interaction?

Extensions?"

c.

"What was the unit about?"

d.

"Show me where the information on temporal
relations in classical conditioning is located."

e.
4.

"I see you are doing the exercises in the book."

~ ~

guestions.

Score the occurrence of this

behavior if the student spontaneously asks about one
of the questions prior to knowing his quiz score.
Score the occurrence of this behavior if the tutor
asks the student if he has any questions only if it
occurs prior to revealing the student's score.
Examples:
a.

"Do you have any questions?"

b.

"Student says, "I didn't really understand
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question 6."
c.

"Are there any questions on which you may have
guessed or felt unsure?"

Non-examples:

5.

a.

"How do you think you did?"

b.

"Looks like you did pretty well."

~

student read guestion aloud.

Score the occurrence

of this behavior only if the student reads the
question aloud.

Do not score the occurrence of the

behavior if the tutor asks the student to read the
question, but the student does not read it.
Examples:
a.

"Please read the question aloud,"

(followed by the

student reading the question) •
b.

Spontaneous reading of the question by the
student.

6.

~student

paraphrase guestion.

Score the occurrence

of this behavior when the student restates the
question.

Do not score the occurrence of the behavior

if the student does not provide a paraphrase.
Examples:
a.

"What is this question asking?,"

(followed by an

appropriate although perhaps incorrect paraphrase).
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b.

"Could you tell me what you have to do to answer

this question," (followed by the student's description
of how to go about answering the question, perhaps
incorrectly) •
c.

"Could you rephrase this question," (followed by
an appropriate but perhaps incorrect rephrasing).

d.

"Could you tell me what you have to do to answer
the question?," (followed by student's "No.")

Non-examples:
a.

"What is the question asking?," (followed by no

response on the student's part).
b.

"Could you tell me what you have to do to answer

the question?," (followed by the student's "I know
what I'm doing, just tell me the answer.").
7.

Remediates errors in

reading~

paraphrasing.

Score

an occurrence of this behavior if the student makes an
error in the reading of the question which is
corrected by the tutor.

Score an occurrence of this

behavior if the student responds inappropriately when
asked to paraphrase the question, and the tutor either
supplies the paraphrase for the student (lecture) or
prompts and probes the student until he supplies his
own paraphrase.
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Examples:
a.

"That word is 'elicit' not 'emit.'"

b.

"You left out the word 'not.'"

c.

"No.

What you really need to do here is to label

the events in the example and pick out which one
is a dependent variable."
d.

"Not exactly.

What do they mean by

e.

"You were right about the example, but do they

?"

want the independent or dependent variable?"
8, 9.

Probes

~

prereguisites.

successive approximations.

Probes

~

prompts

No distinction will be

made between these two steps.

Both will be added

together so that they need not be distinguished.
A probe is a question or command to which the
student must respond.

If there is no response

needed on the student's part, then it is not a
probe.

Probes are used to identify material which

the student does or does not know.

A prompt is

supplementary information which will help the
student answer a probe which the student has been
unable to answer.

Prompts may take the form of

questions, or they may be statements.

Prompts

unlike lectures require that the student make a
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response.

A lecture can be defined as a prompt which

isn't faded.

This definition suggests that a

statement can be a prompt or a lecture, depending on
what happens next.

If the full prompt is faded by

having the student subsequently answer a related
question without the aid of the full prompt, score an
occurrence of a prompt or probe.

If the full prompt

is not followed by a related question to which the
student must respond without the aid of the full
prompt, it should be scored as a lecture.

If the full

prompt is not faded within 60 seconds, then it should
be scored as a lecture which isn't faded.
Examples of probes and prompts:
a.

"What is circular reasoning?"

b.

"Backward conditioning is not effective because of
what?"

c.

"The term trace conditioning originated because
psychologists many years ago were puzzled how the
CS could have terminated prior to the onset of the

us and still produce conditioning.

They believeda

trace of the stimulus must still be present in the
person's body.

OK, in which paradigm, trace or

delay, does the CS come on before the US and stay
on until the US comes on?"
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d.

"What is a US?"

e.

"Draw the diagram of temporal conditioning."

f.

"Tell me about circular reasoning."

g.

"Define psychosis."

h.

"What are the types of psychosis?"

i.

"Schizophrenics are often withdrawn, say bizarre
things, and have lost contact with reality.
Distinguish schizophrenia from
manic-depressive-manic type."

No"n-examples:
a.

"Why are you doing so poorly?"

b.

"A US is an unconditioned stimulus.

A CS is a

conditioned stimulus."
c.

"What's your problem?"

d.

"Psychosis is made of three types:

schizophrenia,

paranoid disorders, and manic-depressive
p sy c h o s i s • "
10.

~

inappropriate probes

~

prompts.

Probes are

designed to determine what a student does or does not
know.

Questions which superficially look like probes

but provide little or no useful information should be
scored as inappropriate.
Examples:
a.

"What is the correct answer to the question?"
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(When this occurs at the outset of a tutorial and
when it is quite clear the student is uncertain or
he would have answered it correctly).
b.

"CS is the symbol for conditioned stimulus.
Right?"

("Right?" asks if the student is

listening or agrees with the tutor.

It does not

help the tutor distinguish what the student does
or does not know.)
c.

"Why did you answer C?"

(The student is likely to

follow with some sort of justification for his
answer perhaps with some internal logic.

It asks

the student to probe himself).
d.

"Why can't you see this?"

(This is most likely an

intentional attempt to punish the student for
wrong answers.

It provides no useful

information) •
11.

Reinforces correct responses.

Any verbal response

which follows a correct statement by a student which
indicates to the student that his statement is
correct, should be scored as an occurrence.
Examples:
a.

"Yes."

b.

"That's right."

c.

"Ok."
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d.

"Great."

e.

Student answers, "CS."

Tutor replies "CS" in a

tone indicating that it is correct.
12.

Reinforces incorrect responses.

Any verbal response

which follows an incorrect statement by a student
which indicates to the student that his statement is
correct should
13.

Tests~

be scored as an occurrence.

mastery.

Any question or command which

requires the student to perform without aid of prompts
and which is either derived from or extended from the
same objective as that missed by the student.

Several

different types of mastery questions are possible.
(1) A question like the question missed on the exam.
(2) A question which tests a part of the objective not
tested by the quiz question.

(3} A question which

asks for a restatement of the relevant concepts or
definitions covered during the tutorial.

(4) A

question which extends beyond the objective but which
is related in some way to the objective.

An occurence

of tests for mastery is scored only when the tutor has
previously had the student answer the missed quiz
question correctly.

This category can be scored only

once per question tutored.

Each question which occurs
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as a mastery question should also be counted as a
probe.
Examples:
Objective:

Distinguish between statements that do or

do not show circular reasoning; then draw circular
reasoning diagrams of the statements that do show this
process.

List the three steps involved in the

circular reasoning process.
Test Question:

Which of the following statements is

an example of circular reasoning?
a.

Sue cries because she is sad.

b.

Sue sews because she has only two dresses.

c.

Sue goes to college because her father asked her
to.

d.

Sue drives a car because there is no public
transportation.

Type I
a.

"I am going to give some examples and you tell me
whether they are circular or not circular."

Type II
a.

"This example is circular; draw a diagram like the
one in the book and explain each step in the
process."
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Type III
a.

"One more time now.

What is circular reasoning?

And, give me an example?"
Type IV
a.

"In science, why is it important that circular
reasoning not be permitted?"

b.
14.

"Why do you think people use circular reasoning?"

Misinforms student.

Each time a tutor makes a

statement which isn't correct, score an occurrence
even if the statement is contained within a prompt or
probe.

The occurrence is negated if the tutor

corrects the error.
Examples:

cs."

a.

"US is the same thing as a

b.

"Anyone can get an incomplete in the course."

c.

"Backward conditioning is where the CS preceded
the US.

What is temporal conditioning?"

Non-examples:
a.

"You said that CS stands for controlled stimulus.
That's right."

(scored as reinforcement of

. incorrect response).
b.

"We say that the shock
Student replies, "emits."

the leg jerk."
Tutor responds, "Good."

(scored as reinforcement of incorrect response).
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15.

Lectures student.
not faded.

A lecture is a full prompt which is

In order to score a statement as a

lecture, you must continue to listen for a 60-second
period.

If the full prompt has not been faded within

60 seconds, score a lecture.

Only statements over

course content should be scored as a lecture.
Examples:
a.

"CS is a conditioned stimulus (65 seconds later).
What is a CS?"

b.

"Schizophrenia is the correct answer."

(always a

lecture) •
c.

"No, your paraphrase isn't exactly right.

You

need to look at each example and determine whether
each, both, or neither is circular or not
circular."
d.

"A CS is a conditioned stimulus.

Right?" {not

faded) •
Non-examples:
a.

"CS is a conditioned stimulus."
seconds later:

b.

Fifty-five

"What is a CS?"

"Conditioned simply means learned.

What does

unconditioned mean?"
c.

"It's a nice day."

An additional consideration about scoring lectures is
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the size of the unit.
episodes.
period.

Lecturing may occur in

That is, it may occur over an extended time
A unit of lecturing is defined as a fact.

Each separate factual statement is a lecture.
Examples:
a.

"A CS is a conditioned stimulus.

The CS must

precede the US in order to be effective.
is an unconditioned stimulus.

The

us

That is, it is a

stimulus which a person did not have to learn to
respond to."

(There are four lectures contained

in this episode.)
b.

c.

"No, it's not manic-depressive psychosis, but
schizophrenia.

In manic-depressive psychosis,

what happens?"

(There is one lecture) •

"Manic-depressive psychosis has three
possibilities in terms of the behavior displayed
by those who are so classified.

There is

manic-depressive-manic type,
manic-depressive-depressive type, and
manic-depressive-cyclic type"

(There are four

lectures) •
16.

Indicates~~

in course.

Score an occurrence if

any of the following behaviors are emitted:

(1) a

clear statement of what the student should do next;
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(2) a statement of what study materials should be
covered before the next test;

(3) statements which

suggest when testing should occur.
Examples:
a.

"You passed this one.

Your•re ready for the next

unit."
b.

"You failed this one.

You need to restudy

objectives 3, 6, 7, before taking another test."
c.

"You•re behind.

I would take your next test on

your next available hour."
d.

"Ok.

Good luck on Unit 7."

Non-examples:
a.

"Ok.

See you next week."

b.

"Good luck on the next test."

c.

"Have any more questions?
Progress Record.

17.

Ok, let me sign your

Good luck on the next one."

Discusses study tactics.

Score any statement in which

study skills or self-management skills are discussed.
This category should not be scored if the discussion
is centered on course content or objectives rather
than general study habits.
Examples:
a.

"How do you study when you study?"

b.

"I would recommend strongly to see the videotapes
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before a quiz."
c.

"When I study, I make sure that I am in a quiet
room where I won't be interrupted by my friends."

d.

"I set a contingency when I study.
studying one hour a day per week.

I plan on
If I study one

hour, I watch television afterwards; if I don't
study, I can't."
e.

"Having any difficulty with studying?"

Non-examples:
a•

" Study hard and you wi 11 do better • "

b.

"I suggest going to the next unit quiz rather than
take this one again."

c.

"Go over objectives 7, 8, and 9."
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Scoring Criteria for the Tutor Evaluation Form
Opportunity
1

Greets student

When tutor first
makes contact with
student

2

Checks Progress Record

After greeting
student and before
checking
preparation

3

Checks preparation

After

check~ng

Progress Record but
before asking
student for
questions.
4

Asks for questions

After checking
preparation but
before revealing
quiz score.

5

Has student read

Once for each quiz
question

question aloud

mis sed and for
questions the
student says he is
unsure.
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6

Has student

Once for each quiz
question

paraphrase question

missed and for
questions the
student says he is
unsure.

After

reading the
question aloud.
7

Remediates error in

When the student
misreads

reading or paraphrasing

a quiz question or
incorrectly
paraphrases a
question in a
manner suggesting
misunderstanding
the question.

11

Reinforces correct

Whenever the
student responds

responses

correctly, either
spontaneously or to
the tutor's
question.
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13

Tests for mastery

Once for each quiz
question missed and
for questions the
student says he is
unsure.

Based on

the relevant study
objective, this
occurs after the
student returns to
the quiz question
missed and answers
it correctly.

16

Indicates next step in

Once for each
tutorial.

course work

After testing for
mastery.

17

Discusses study tactics,

Once for each
tutorial, for

progress rate

students who show
problems in study
behavior patterns

Appendix E
Scoring Criteria fQI Feedback Observation Form
Occurrences
1.

Greets student.

The scoring criteria are the same as

those for the Tutor Evaluation Form.
2.

Checks preparation.

The scoring criteria are the same

as those for the Tutor Evaluation Form.
3.

Reveals score.

To score an occurrence of "reveals

score," the tutor must make a statement concerning the
quantity of the score received by the student.
Examples:
a.

"You made a 6."

b.

"You passed with a 9."

Non-examples:

4.

a.

"You passed."

b.

"You failed."

Asks student

to~

feedback.

The tutor should ask

the student to read the material printed on the
feedback sheet.

The student does not have to read the

material aloud to score an occurrence.
Examples:
a.

"Why don't you read the feedback provided from
the instructor on this question?"
110

111
b.
5.

"Read this."

Identifies text material.

To score an occurrence, the

tutor must specify the page number provided on the
feedback sheet of the text material which corresponds
to the missed quiz question.
Examples:

6.

a.

"Why don't you look on page 5."

b.

"You can find that on pages 142-143."

Identifies next test.

To score an occurrence the tutor

must clearly indicate whether the student is to retest
on the current unit or proceed to the next unit.
Examples:
a.

"You are ready for -Unit 7."

b.

"You must take another test on this one."

Non-examples:

a.
7 .-13.

"Good luck on your next test."
All of these behaviors use the same scoring
criteria for occurrences as the corresponding
behavior listed on the Tutor Evaluation Form.

Appendix F
Sample Tutor Training Handout
Experiment 3 Handout
Objective

2

Identify the definitions, purpose, and sequence of the five
steps taken in the traditional approach to personnel
selection:

job analysis, biographical information blanks,

correlation, cross-validition.
Example Questions:
In the traditional approach to personnel selection,
administering biographical information blanks occur:
a.

before administering tests of job-related factors and
before correlating scores on tests of job-related
factors with job performance measures.

b.

before administering tests of job-related factors but
after correlating scores on tests of job-related
factors with job performance measures.

c.

after administering tests of job-related factors but
before correlating scores on tests of job-related
factors with job performance measures.

d.

after administering tests of job-related factors and
after correlating scores on tests of job-related
factors with job performance measures.
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To identify behaviors necessary to the performance of a
task is the purpose of:
a.

job analysis

b.

correlation

c.

cross-validation

d.

biographical information blanks

Prereguisites
1.

Goal of personnel selection

2.

Definition of psychological test

3.

Goal of psychological test

4.

Definitions:

a•

j o b an a 1 y s i s

b.

correlation

c.

cross-validation

d.

biographical information blank

5.

Sequence of events

6.

Purpose of:
a.

doing a job analysis

b.

getting biographical information

c.

administering tests to job applicants

d.

correlating test responses with job performance
measures.

e.

cross-validating test.

Appendix G
Probability Qf Answering Correctly liu: Pretest

.an.Q. Posttest Quiz Questions
Experiment 1
Post test
High
Mastery

Low
Mastery

Heasure

Question

TQl

1

32

37

71

21

40

10

2

19

32

78

18

0

8

3

35

23

91

22

so

10

4

20

10

77

26

43

7

5

39

28

63

30

18

11

1

20

20

82

17

25

8

2

12

31

71

24

31

13

3

30

20

86

22

50

10

4

24

20

68

22

0

10

5

23

18

68

22

38

13

Unit Quiz

1

26

42

62

21

14

14

Form A

2

6

18

43

25

21

14

Unit Quiz

1

24

33

57

28

20

14

Form B

2

15

39

62

21

25

16

Unit Quiz

1

17

29

52

33

18

11

Form C

2

10

21

54

24

23

13

TQ2

Pretest

N

114

N

N
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Experiment 2
Post test
High
Mastery

Low
Mastery

Measure

Question

TQ1

1

26

43

100

11

40

10

2

14

43

82

11

20

10

3

23

31

90

10

60

10

4

44

32

90

10

50

10

5

12

31

100

7

43

7

1

17

40

83

23

44

11

2

40

40

82

22

44

11

3

28

29

86

7

23

13

4

0

10

88

8

30

10

5

46

28

88

8

40

10

Unit Quiz

1

8

37

50

14

13

15

Form A

2

0

20

70

10

46

13

Unit Quiz

1

16

31

75

8

14

7

Form B

2

6

31

33

21

15

13

Unit Quiz

1

6

32

33

9

0

11

Form C

2

24

41

79

14

40

15

Unit Quiz

1

8

37

50

14

13

15

2

16

31

75

8

14

7

TQ2

Form D *

Pretest

N

N

*Form D consisted of Question 1 from Form A and
Ques tion 1 from Form B.

N
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Experiment 3
Post test
High
Mastery

Low
Mastery

N

10

0

8

100

7

36

14

20

100

7

64

14

15

27

80

10

43

7

5

49

43

83

12

54

13

1

38

27

93

14

44

16

2

18

17

89

9

60

10

3

24

30

92

13

46

13

4

39

28

100

10

31

13

5

19

32

100

12

55

11

Unit Quiz

1

12

40

71

7

40

10

Form A

2

27

30

57

14

25

16

Measure

Question

TQ1

1

24

38

70

2

45

29

3

50

4

TQ2

Pretest

N

N
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Experiment 4
Post test
High
Mastery

Low
Mastery

Measure

Question

TQ1

1

30

37

85

13

56

16

2

14

29

64

11

23

13

3

37

27

91

11

43

7

4

3

31

79

14

7

14

*5

29

35

59

339

1

14

28

100

5

9

11

2

48

29

58

12

23

13

3

6

18

58

12

18

11

4

9

32

80

15

13

8

*5

3

36

59

283

Un it Quiz

1

16

31

50

12

31

14

Form A

2

16

43

38

13

0

10

TQ2

Pretest

N

N

N

*These questions were not selected in the same manner
as other questions included in this appendix.

Too few

valid questions were generated to obtain 12 questions.
Pretest data for these questions were obtained in a similar
manner as the other questions but were collected in a
different term.

Posttest data represent data from all

students answering the question appearing on a unit quiz
from a previous term.

Appendix H
Average Consistency Qf Experimental Procedures Implementation
Experiment 1

Tutor
B ehaviora
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8&9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
LI

Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Scorer 1
Scorer 2
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
1

71
100
100
100
100
86
100
(16)b
( • 2 9)
93
( 0)

100
( 0)

( .14)

100
100
.01
N=12

Tutor

2

3

1

2

3

50
100
100
100
100
100
100
(21)

100
100
100
100
100

71

50
100
100
100
100
100
100
(18)

100
100
100
100
100

( • 5)

90
( • 5)

100
( 0)
( 0)

100
100
.00
N=8

92

100
( 3 2)

(1.83)
83
( • 0 8)

100
( • 0 8)

(5.25)

100
100
.11
N=16

93

100
100
100
86
100
(17)
( 0)

( 0)

97
(0)

80
( 0)
100

100
( 0)
( 0)

100
100
.00
N=12

( 0)
( 0)

100
100
.00
N=8

92

100
(28)
( • 0 8)
94

( .16)
100
(.16)
( 1. 5)
92

75
•05

N=16

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
bNumbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
opportunities that a step occurred. Numbers in parentheses are
expressed in occurrences per question.
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Experiment 1
Minimal Feedback
Scorer 1
Tutor
Behaviora

Scorer 2
Tutor
Tutor
1
2
63
75
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
( 0)
( 0)
0
33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=8
N=l2

Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
3
2
1
50
100
83
1
100
100
100
2
100
100
3
100
88
100
100
4
88
100
100
5
88
100
100
6
( 0)
( 0) b
( 0)
7
50
0
16
8
0
0
0
9
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
11
0
0
0
12
0
0
0
13
N=l6
N=8
N=l2
aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.

Tutor
3
100
94
100
88
88
88
( 0)
50
0
0
0
13
0
N=l6

bNumbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
opportunities that a step occurred.
Numbers in parentheses are
expressed in occurrences per question.
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Experiment 2
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Tutor
B ehaviora
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 &9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
LI

Scorer 1
Tutor
Tutor
2
1
50
75
83
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
67
75
100
100
(19.5)b (24.8)
( . 0 8)
( • 2 5)
87
95
( 0)
( • 0 8)
100
100
( 0)
( .16)
( 2)
( . 5)
83
100
100
100
.02
.09
N=12·
N=4

Tutor
3
100
100
100
100
100
83
100
(43.3)
( 1)
90
( .16)
100
( 0)
(1.33)
100
100
.03
N=6

Scorer 2
Tutor
Tutor
2
1
100
100
100
100
100
75
100
(19 .5)
( 0)
99
( • 2 5)
100
( • 2 5)
( • 7 5)
100
100
.04
N=4

75
83
100
100
100
83
100
( 26 • 2)
(. 2 5)
92
( • 0 8)
100
( 0)
( • 0 8)
92
92
.00
N=12

Tutor
3
100
100
100
83
100
83
100
(44.8)
( • 5)
90
( . 3 3)
100
( 0)
( • 5)
100
50
• 01
N=6

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
bNumbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
Numbers in parentheses are
o pportunities that a step occurred.
expressed in occurrences per question.
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Experiment 2
Minimal Feedback
Scorer 1
Tutor
B ehaviora
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13

Tutor
1
50
100
100
100
100
100
( 0) b
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=4

Scorer 2

Tutor
2

Tutor
3

Tutor
1

Tutor
2

Tutor
3

50
100
100
100
100
100
( 0)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=8

100
100
100
100
100
100
( 0)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=l2

100
100
100
100
100
100
( 0)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=4

75
100
100
100
100
100
( .13)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=8

100
100
100
100
100
100
(. 0 8)
16
0
0
0
0
0

N=l2

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
bNumbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
opportunities that a step occurred.
Numbers in parentheses are
exp ressed in occurrences per question.
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Experiment 3
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Scorer 1
scorer 2
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
Tutor
Behaviora
2
3
3
1
1
2
100
so
100
100
1
92
100
2
92
100
92
100
92
3
100
83
100
83
4
100
100
100
5
100
100
100
100
100
100
6
92
100
100
100
7
(60.3)
(22.5)
(25.5)b
(55.7)
8&9
( • 9 2)
( 0)
( 0)
(1.25)
10
100
100
80
95
11
(
1
• 83 )
(
•
5)
(
•
4
2)
( 1 • 5)
12
100
100
100
100
13
( 0)
(1.25)
( • 4 2)
( 0)
14
(
0)
(2.82)
(8.08)
( • 5)
15
100
100
100
16
100
100
100
100
100
17
•0 2
.00
.12
LI
.02
N=O
N=l2
N=2
N=O
N=2
N=12
aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
bNumbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
opportunities that a step occurred. Numbers in parentheses are
expressed in occurrences per question.
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Experiment 3
Minimal Feedback
Tutor
Behaviora
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Scorer 1
Tutor
Tutor
1
2
80
100
100
100
100
100
( 0) b
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=lO

50
100
100
100
100
83
(.17)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=6

Tutor
3
100
100
100
100
100
100
( 0)
25
0
0
0
0
0
N=8

Scorer 2
Tutor
Tutor
2
1
80
100
100
100
100
100
( 0)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=lO

83
100
100
100
100
83
(.83)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=6

Tutor
3
100
100
100
100
100
100
( 0)
25
0
0
0
0

0
N=8

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
bNurnbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
opportunities that a step occurred.
Numbers in parentheses are
ex pressed in occurrences per question.
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Experiment 4
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Tutor
B ehaviora
1

Scorer 1
Tutor
Tutor
1

67

5

100
100
100
100

6
7

100

2
3

4

8&9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

LI

67
(34.8)b
( 0)

95
( • 2 5)

100

2

Tutor
3

100
94
94
94
100
100
100
(55)
( • 2 8)

88
( • 50)

94

Scorer 2
Tutor
Tutor
1

67

100

(59.3)
(.17)

100

100
(.50)
(1.72)
100
67
.03

( • 0 8)

( • 2 8)

(6.11)

(3 .58)

.17.

.1 0

3

( 3.4 .1)
( • 0 8)
95
( • 17)

(7.33)
92

100

Tutor
100
94
94
94
100
100
94

83

100
100
100
100

( • 0 8)

100
100

2

100
100
.10
N=l2

N=O
N=l8
N=l2
aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.

94
( • 55)

N=O

N=l8

bNurnbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
opportunities that a step occurred. Numbers in parentheses are
expressed in occurrences per question.
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Experiment 4
Minimal Feedback
Scorer 1
Tutor

Tutor

Tutor

B ehaviora

1

2

1

75
100
100
100
100
100

2

3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

( 0) b
0
0

0
0

Tutor
3
100
95
100
100
100
100
( 0)

10
0
0

0

0
0

0

0

Scorer 2
.Tutor
Tutor
1
2
88
100
100
100
100
100
( .13)
0
0
0
0
0
0
N=16

·N=20
N=16
N=O
aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.

Tutor
3
100
95
100
100
100
100
( 0)
20
0

N=O

0
0
0
0
N=20

bNumbers not in parentheses are expressed in percent of
opportunities that a step occurred.
Numbers in parentheses are
exp ressed in occurrences per question.

Appendix I
Inter-Scorer Agreement
Experiment 1
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Tutor
Behavi or a

Opportunity

%

Occurrence

1

100

100

2

100

96

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

100

100

7

96

96

8

87.6

9

87.6

10

74

11

87.3

87.5

84.6

12
13

100

100

14

96

15

7 2 .1

16

100

96

17

46

61.5

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
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%
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Experiment 1
Minimal Feedback
Tutor
Behavior a

Opportunity %

Occurrence %

1

100

97

2

100

97

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

97

100

7

100

8

97

9

100

10

100

11

100

12

97

13

97

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
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Experiment 2
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Tutor
Beh avior a

Opportunity %

Occurrence %

1

100

80

2

100

100

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

100

90

7

95

95

8

92

9

92

10

65

11

95.8

88

12

100

80

13

100

100

14

90

15

67.5

16

100

95

17

60

70

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
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Experiment 2
Minimal Feedback
Tutor
Behavior a

Opportunity %

Occurrence

1

100

85

2

100

100

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

96

96

7

96

8

100

9

100

10

100

11

100

12

10 0

13

100

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.

%
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Experiment 3
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Tut or
Behavi or a

Opportunity %

Occurrence %

1

100

93

2

100

100

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

100

100

7

79

86

8

90

9

90

10

75

11

93

47

12
13

82

100

100

14

58

15

41

16

100

100

17

57

93

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
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Experiment 3
Minimal Feedback
Tutor
Behavi or a

Opportunity %

Occurrence %

1

100

82

2

100

100

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

100

100

7

92

8

100

9

100

10

100

11

100

12

100

13

100

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
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Experiment 4
Interactive-Diagnostic Tutoring
Tutor
Behavior a

Opportunity %

Occurrence %

1

100

93.3

2

100

100

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

100

100

7

83.3

86.7

8

90.5

9

90.5

10

88.9

11

83 .1

12
13

83.4
69.1

100

100

14

83.3

15

51.4

16

100

96.7

17

56.7

80

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.
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Experiment 4
Minimal Feedback
Tutor
Be h avior a

Opportunity %

Occurrence %

1

100

94.4

2

100

100

3

100

100

4

100

100

5

100

100

6

100

100

7

97.2

8

97.2

9

100

10

100

11

100

12

100

13

100

aTutor Behaviors are listed in Appendix B.

Appendix J
Percent Inter scorer Agreement on g Criterion

!ime :eet:iod I
Q:gQQt:tYnit:l Qccur.:x::ence
Tutor a Scorer
Scorer
2
8 ~hQ.YlQt:
l
1
2
1
100 100
100 100
2
100 100
100 100
3
100 100
100 100
4
100 100
100 100
5
100 100
100 100
6
100 100
100 100
7
83 100
83 100
8
94
93
93
9
94
10
83 100
81
11
88
88
86
83
83
12
83 100
13
100 100
14
83 100
92
15
78
75
88
63
16
75
88
17
75 100
75

~

Time Pex;:iod II
QQQOt:tunit:l Qccur.:x;:ence
Scorer
Scorer
2
1
2
l
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
83 100
83 100
89
87
89
87
83 100
90
83
88
93
83 100
83
83
100 100
100 100
98
97
50
88
88
75
88 88
88
75

a The Tutor Behaviors are 1i sted in Appendix B •
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Paper presented at the First National
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A comparison of

mastery instruction.
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Unpublished doctoral
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